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240/262  (11208)  Robinson, Stephen. The Blind Strategist: John Boyd and the American Art of 

War  - the story of how John Boyd, America’s most famous and influential military theorist after 
WW2 was seduced by the lies of Hitler’s defeated generals. Late Inclusions p18) 
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Welcome to Catalogue #240, April 2021. The world is still in pretty big strife coping with the COVID 19 pandemic 
although we are infinitely better off here in Australia compared to many other places. There have been 128,000,000 cases 
world wide with 2,790,000 dying from it so far. Another 72,500,000 have recovered. Australia’s figures are way down from 
these registering less than 1,000 fatalities. We can consider ourselves very lucky in my view. The ‘draconian’ closing of 
borders especially here in WA have kept us safe from a possible rampage whilst fools in both Victoria and Queensland 
seemed to have taken their collective eyes off the ball. We flew to Tasmania for Christmas and New Year with our 
daughter. Marvelous trip! What a beautiful place Tassie is! If I ever decide to travel again, Tassie will be on my list. The 
poor old Liberal Party here in the West had their arses handed to them in the recent State election. They won enough seats 
to fill a motorbike and side car! Labor are the ascendant power here but...as we’ve seen before, hubris sets in and the 
arrogance that accompanies it will see Labor shown the door probably the next time around. With job keeper now 
discontinued, there will be a lot of people hurting. Lets hope the multies can invest some of their billions into creating 
more jobs here. The Federal Labor Opposition are promising to resurrect the Australian car industry if elected next year. 
Whilst I think this is a good idea, they better study what happened last time. In short, our cars were TOO EXPENSIVE—in 
essence, and they were crap. German cars are always expensive but of the highest quality. Our VW Tiguan is now 10 years 
old with another 10 in it. What a good car it’s been, I’d like to think it will see me out. Online book selling has staggered 
along. Our business has probably fared a lot better than other walk-in places. We’re only open by appointment so I don’t 
see too many people here. Leaves me plenty of time to work on my twin biography projects. The first is my own life story 
‘HAIL MARY, THE CREEK’S UP!’ I’m at 80, 000 words and we still haven’t gone to Vietnam yet! The final draft could be 
gigantic—around 200,000 words but once my editors have finished with it, I suspect it will be dramatically reduced. The 
other book is a biography of ‘PETER BADCOE, VC’. I’m up to 24,000 words and there may not be many more given he 
was KIA in 1967 aged 33. It never ceases to amaze me the bravery and self sacrifice of these VC men. Extraordinary! 
Badcoe in particular, the ‘Galloping Major’ who led from the front with a red beret so his men could see him (and, the 
enemy). There are many books in this list which embody the bravery of soldiers. As usual, they are usually ‘one-offs’ so 
get in fast. A particularly interesting title is ‘THE BLIND STRATEGIST (see Late Inclusions). This book is to be launched 
this month and I will order them based on the interest I receive. Also I have fresh stock of John Gartner’s great book ‘THE 

FADING LIGHT’. As usual this catalogue is dedicated to the memory of those servicemen who have given their lives for 
this great country. Via con Dios.  M & J 

 Glossary of Terms (and conditions) 
 

Returns: books may be returned for refund within 7 days and only if not as 
described in the catalogue. 
NOTE:  If you prefer to receive this catalogue via email, let us know on in-
fo@imprimaturbooks.com.au  
 

My Bookroom is open each day by appointment – preferably 
in the afternoons. Give me a call. 
 
Abbreviations: 8vo =octavo size or from 140mm to 240mm, ie normal size book, 
4to = quarto approx 200mm x 300mm (or coffee table size); d/w = dust wrapper; 
pp = pages; vg cond = (which I thought was self explanatory) very good condition. 
Other dealers use a variety including ‘fine’ which I would rather leave to coins etc. 
Illus = illustrations (as opposed to ‘plates’); ex lib = had an earlier life in library 
service (generally public) and is showing signs of wear (these books are generally 
1st editions mores the pity but in this catalogue most have been restored); eps + 
end papers, front and rear, ex libris or ‘book plate’; indicates it came from a 
private collection and has a book plate stuck in the front end papers. Books such 
as these are generally in good condition and the book plate, if it has provenance, 
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inscription, either someone’s name or a presentation inscription; fep = front end 
paper; the paper following the front cover and immediately preceding the half title 
page; biblio: bibliography of sources used in the compilation of a work (important 
to some military historians as it opens up many other leads). or.cl. = original cloth 
generally indicating there is no dust wrapper; restored; generally means a book 
has had the treatment by a book binder. New end papers, glued or sewn spine, 
even new boards. The value of rare books can be greatly enhanced if they are 
restored professionally. ‘Back-yarders’ should desist from attempting to restore 
books! There are many reputable binders around the place who will do a good job 
at a good price.  By the way, the number that appears in brackets in the catalogue, 
ie (1814) is a data base number so no need to quote it when ordering. 
Postage is always extra and insurance is available upon request. Overseas 
orders by credit card only. Postage will be by cheapest and most practical 
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Aviation 

 

240/1. (10218)  Alford, Bob & Morgan, Tony. A Mystery Unsolved. The Loss of Catalina A24-49  Avonmore Books, Adelaide, 
2015. Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by Tony Morgan, plates, map, appendices, source notes, biblio, pp110, **Catalina 
(PBY5)  A24-49 of 11 Sqn, RAAF was engaged in laying mines in the SW Pacific campaign when, fully loaded and a crew of 10, she went 
missing in April 1944 and has never been found. Intriguing story, (note: FOUND!! April 2019,), new, A$24. 

240/2. (8710)  Bowman, Martin (photographer Patrick Bunce). Thunder in the Heavens: Classic American Aircraft of World War 

2.  Salamander Books, London, 1994. 1st ed, folio-sized hb in d/w, superior art paper, full colour layout, data section, pp144, 
**covers everything from the B-17 to the F6T Hellcat, a lovely book, vg cond and uncommon, A$28. 

240/3. (10306)  Cooper, Anthony. Darwin Spitfires: The Real Battle for Australia.  New South Publishers, Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, 
large trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, notes,  biblio, index, pp516, **the story of the RAAF's No. 1 Fighter Wing comprising 
both Australian and British Spitfire pilots in their up-hill struggle against the 70 odd Japanese bombing raids on Darwin and surrounds, an 
important record, vg cond, A$30. 

240/4. (5062)  Cotton, M.C. 'Bush', DFC, OAM. Hurricanes Over Burma.  Crawford House Pubs, Bathurst, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in pro-
tected d/w, superior art paper, many plates and illustrations, appendices list 'the first forty Empire Air Training Scheme airmen to 
embark for overseas in 1940’, index, pp357, **two books; the first is Cotton's story, the second is the memoirs of his CO Sqn Ldr C.C.C. 
'Bunny Stone'. They flew Hurricanes in 43 Fighter  Sqn RAF and 17 Fighter Sqn respectively, a good read, vg cond, A$48. 

240/5. (10378)  Cotton, SqnLdr M.C. "Bush", DFC. Hurricanes Over Burma: The Story of an Australian Fighter Pilot in the RAF.  
Titania Publishing, NSW, 1988. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, portrait of Bush in frontis, numerous plates, maps, appendices, 
formation diagrams, pp312, **an examination of the role played by a very small RAF force flying Hurricanes over Burma in WW2, vg cond, 
A$35. 

240/6. (2870)  Davis, Pedr. Charles Kingsford Smith: Smithy, The World's Greatest Aviator.  Lansdowne Press,  Sydney, 1985. 
(fp1977). Reprint, 4to in d/w, narrative pictorial, index, pp162, **Smithy's accomplishments made him the greatest trans-world flier of 
them all, vg cond, A$25. 

240/7. (8858)  Ewer, Dr Peter. Wounded Eagle: The Bombing of Darwin and Australia's Air Defence Scandal.  New Holland, 
Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, chapter notes, index, pp240, **a controversial book that completely rewrites 
the early war history of the RAAF. He shows how Australia was left defenceless by a clique of politicians including Menzies who took decisions 
that left Australia without an air defence system in our greatest hour of need, vg cond, A$42. 

240/8. (9342)  Hamilton, Alexander. Wings of Night: The Secret Missions of Group Captain Pickard, DSO & Two Bars, DFC.  
Crecy Books, UK, 1993. (fp1077). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates, award citations, index, pp206, **Pickard made his name flying 
Lysanders for SOE over occupied Europe. He was a daring and very successful night pilot but was, ironically, KIA whilst taking part in the 
famous daylight raid on the Gestapo prison at Amiens, vg cond, A$32. 

240/9. (8457)  Kaplan Philip & Currie, Jack. Round the Clock: The Experience of the Allied Bomber Crews Who Flew by Day and 

by Night From England in WW2.  Cassell, London, 1994 (fp1993). Reprint, oblong 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in colour 
and b/w, biblio, index, pp234, **the account of the combined Anglo-American 24-hour bombing offensive against Nazi Germany in WW2, 
good cond, A$34. 

240/10. (1129)  Lewis, Cecil. Sagittarius Rising.  The Folio Society, London, 2000 (fp1936). 3rd printing, 8vo hard-back in slip-case, 
portrait in frontispiece, illustrations pp230, **Lewis joined the Royal Flying Corps at 17 in WW1 and fought in aerial combat over the 
Somme and elsewhere, vg cond, A$26. 

240/11. (9899)  Nelmes, Michael V. & Jenkins, Ian. G-FOR-GEORGE: A Memorial to RAAF Bomber Crews 1939-45: 460 Squad-

ron, RAAF.  Banner Books, Qld, 2000. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, clean ex lib copy, plates, appendices, biblio, pp240, 
**3,500 RAAF aircrew died in RAF Bomber Command 1939-45. G for George is the Avro Lancaster located in the Australian War Memorial 
and is a memorial to all who gave their lives, vg cond, A$34. 

240/12. (9407)  Oughton, Frederick. The Aces.  Neville Spearman, London,1961. 1st ed, large 8vo in pr.cl but protected d/w, plates, 
appendices list all aces and their victories incl Mannock, VC (73) and Richtoven (80), biblio, index, pp390, **the great names are all 
here: Ball, VC (44); Bishop, VC (72); Mannock, VC (73); McCudden, VC (58); Fonk (F) (75); Rickenbacker (US) (26); Richtoven (G) (80); 
Udet (G) (62); and many more; a great reference, vg cond, A$26. 

240/13. (5094)  Roberts, Donald, DFC. Brylcream Easy: True Stories from a Rear-Gunner.  Jarrahdale Press, WA, 1993. 1st ed, 
small 8vo in card covers, plates, pp107, **a collection of ten stories on various aspects of Bomber Command, vg cond, A$25. 

240/14. (8523)  Robins, Fred. The Cat Has Nine Lives.  Author, Perth, 2005 (fp1991). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, pp189, **Fred Rob-
ins, RAAF,  flew Catalinas laying mines and air-sea rescue missions in the South-West Pacific area in WW2, new, A$28. 

240/15. (10023)  Schaedel, Charles. Australian Air Ace: The Exploits of 'Jerry' Pentland, MC, DFC, AFC.  Rigby, Adelaide, 1979. 
1st ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, pp159, **a vigorous and exciting portrait of Pentland's flying career over more than 30 years, vg 
cond, A$35. 

240/16. (11178)  Shanle, Leland. American Airlines' Secret War in China: Project Seven Alpha WW2.  Pen & Sword Aviation, UK, 
2008. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, illustrations, pp244, **a NOVEL based on the true experiences of those who were involved in this 
little known operation in the early days of the Burma Campaign, new, A$32. 

240/17. (11028)  Shores, Christopher. Air Aces.  Bison Books, USA, 1983. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, 
maps, biblio, index, pp192, **Hartman shot down 352 Russian aircraft on the Eastern Front in WW2. No one comes near him for numbers 
but he had it easy compared to flying against the Brits and Americans over Western Europe, vgc cond, A$34. 
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240/18. (6025)  Sly, Edward 'Ted', DFC. The Luck of the Draw: Horses, Spitfires and Kittyhawks.  Author/Publishing Services, 
Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, large 8vo in illus and laminated boards, plates, appendices, index, pp184, **Ted Sly is descended from Sir Thom-
as Mitchell, NSW Surveyor. He served in WW2 as a Spitfire pilot with Bluey Truscott's 452 Sqn before serving in the Middle East with 450 
RAAF Sqn ('Desert Warriors') flying Kittyhawks; an excellent personal history, new, A$40. 

240/19. (1630)  Southall, Ivan. Fly West. Angus and Robertson, London, 1974. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, illus, price clipped on 
fep, glossary, pp175, **Southall served in 461 Sqn RAAF Sunderlands in WW2, vg cond and hard to find, A$26. 

240/20. (6664)  Taylor, Assheton F. One Way Flight to Munich: Memoirs of a 460 Squadron (RAAF) Navigator.  AMHP, Sydney, 
2000 (fp1998). Reprint, 4to in card covers, index, pp273, **the author's Lancaster was shot down over Munich in 1943. He was captured, 
interrogated and imprisoned in Stalag Ivb. Good story, new, A$28. 

240/21. (11030)  Thompson, Joyce. The WAAAF in Wartime Australia.  MUP, Melbourne, 1991. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, chapter and source notes, biblio, index, pp422, **the formation of the Women's Auxiliary Australian Airforce in 1941 changed the 
role of women in wartime. 27,000 women served in the WAAAF in 72 of the 120 trades, vg cond and now quite scarce, A$40. 

240/22. (4141)  Tickell, Jerrard. Moon Squadron.  Allan Wingate, London, 1956. 1st ed, small 8vo in pr cl  d/w, (now protected), 
pp204, **the squadron directly responsible for the insertion of SOE operatives into France, good cond and scarce in this condition, A$34. 

240/23. (7991)  Treadwell, Terry C. America's First Air War: The United States Army, Naval and Marine Air Services in the First 

World War.  Airlife, UK, 2000. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, fully illustr in b/w, appendices, index, pp176, **concerns the part played by the US 
aviators in WW1. Early in the war before America signed up in 1917, many US flyers flew with the RFC and the French Escadrille Lafayette. 
By the end of the war over 300,000 US pilots and ground crew had fought the air war in France, vg cond and uncommon, A$42. 

240/24. (11109)  Verity, Hugh. We Landed by Moonlight: Secret RAF Landings in France 1940-1944.  Crecy Publishing, UK, 2013 
(fp1978). Reprint and revised ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, illustrations and maps, biblio and chapter notes, appendices, 
glossary, index, pp272, **the story of the infil and exfil of SOE agents and supplies into occupied France by mainly Lysander and Hudson 
without which the French Resistance could not have operated so effectively, vg cond and uncommon, A$38. 

 

Espionage 

 

240/25. (9142)  (edited by publisher) The Secret History of World War 2: The Ultra-Secret Wartime Cables and Letters of Roose-

velt, Churchill and Stalin.  Konecky & Konecky, USA, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in double d/w, pp277, **uneathed from the Russian 
archives, this book contains every communique to and from Joseph Stalin and the American Presidents (Roosevelt and Truman) and the British 
Prime Minister Churchill from 1941 to 1945, vg cond, A$35. 

240/26. (11174)  Agar, Jon. Turing and the Universal Machine: The Making of the Modern Computer.  Icon Books, London, 2017 
(fp2001. Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp135, **Alan Turing's remarkable code breaking work during WW2 manifests 
itself in modern day computers, new, A$24. 

240/27. (8477)  Aldrich, Richard J. The Hidden Hand: Britain, America and Cold War Secret Intelligence.  The Overlook Press, 
USA, 2002. 1st ed, huge 8vo in d/w, plates, appendix, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp733, **details of the special relationship 
of cooperation between British and the US in their efforts against the Soviets in the Cold War, vg cond, A$32. 

240/28. (10147)  Bleakley, Jack. The Eavesdroppers.  Author/AGPS, Canberra, 1992 (fp1991). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, 
many illustrations, annexes, biblio, index, pp261, **the author volunteered for an 'unspecified dangerous mission' thus becoming one of a 
select group of wireless interceptors at the beginning of the war in the Pacific. They intercepted coded Japanese signals providing invaluable 
intelligence to Macarthur, good cond, A$22. 

240/29. (2686)  Brook-Shepherd, Gordon. The Storm Petrels: The First Soviet Defectors, 1928-1938..  Collins, London, 1977. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w and mylar, index, pp257, **the story of five key Soviet officials who were among the first to defect to the West; they included 
Bajanov, Agebekov, and General Orlov, vg cond, A$28. 

240/30. (9686)  Carle, Glenn. The Interrogator: A CIA Agent's True Story.  Scribe Publications, Melbourne, 2011. 1st Australian ed, 
trade 8vo in card covers, (review included), index, pp321, **a first-hand account of the 'dark side' of the war on terror and of one of the 
CIA's biggest failures, the kidnapping, rendition and torture of the wrong man. Most of the text has been redacted (blacked out) and the author 
is considered a traitor by many of his colleagues, vg cond, A$25. 

240/31. (6743)  Cave Brown, Anthony. Bodyguard of Lies: The Vital Role of Deceptive Strategy in WW2.  The Lyons Press, USA, 
2002 (fp1975) Reprint,  huge 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp947, **'in wartime, Truth is so precious 
that she should always be attended by a bodyguard of lies' said Winston Churchill. A fantastic one-volume account of all the skull-duggery the 
Allies got up to to protect the product of 'ULTRA', worn but gen good cond, A$22. 

240/32. (11204)  Day, Peter. Trotsky's Favourite Spy: The Life of George Alexander Hill.  Biteback Publishing, London, 2017. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, glossary, chapter notes and sources, biblio, index, pp290, **George Hill was a British 
spy in Russia who befriended Trotsky during the Russian Revolution in 1917. In WW2 he was the link between the SOE and the Russian Secret 
Service, a remarkable story, new, A$40. 

240/33. (3015)  Farago, Ladislas. The Game of the Foxes: The Untold Story of German Espionage in the United States and Great 

Britain During World War 2  David McKay Company inc, New York, 1971. 1st ed, thick 8vo in torn but protected d/w, price 
clipped, some underlining in contents page and text, tipped in article, end notes, extensive biblio (also underlining evident), index, 
pp696, **one of the great books detailing the Abwehr's activities in the UK and US and the subsequent counter-espionge ops mounted against 
them, generally good cond and now hard to find, A$45. 
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240/34. (9565)  Hohne, Heinz. Codeword - Direktor: The Story of the Red Orchestra.  Secker & Warburg, London, 1971 (fp1970 in 
German as 'Kennwort: Direktor'.) 1st English ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, organisational charts, biblio, in-
dex, pp310, **a story of spies, traitors and idealists of the hunter and the hunted. This was the most successful Russian spy ring ever and right 
under the noses of the Germans. The 'Rotte Capel' (Red Orchestra) was never caught, vg cond, A$34. 

240/35. (4359)  Howarth, Patrick. Undercover: The Men and Women of the Special Operations Executive (SOE).  Routledge & 
Kegan Paul, London, 1980. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, plates, index, biblio, pp332, **the author served in SOE giving an authentic 
account of the personalities involved in an undercover war, vg cond, A$45. 

240/36. (11176)  Hughes-Wilson, Colonel John. On Intelligence: The History of Espionage and the Secret World.  Constable, Lon-
don, 2017 (fp2016). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, glossary, biblio, index, pp510, **a chart of the history of intelligence from its biblical 
origins to the onset of the surveillance state in the digital age, new, A$26. 

240/37. (10994)  Judd, Alan. The Quest for "C": Sir Mansfield Cumming and the Founding of the Secret Service.  HarperCollins, 
London, 1999. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, index, pp501, **Cumming started the Secret Service in 1909 when 
he was a retired Naval officer. He had no staff and subsidised operations from his own pocket. He built extensive networks behind the German lines 
in WW1. When he died in 1923 he left a serious legacy, vg cond, A$38. 

240/38. (8383)  Lonsdale, Gordon. Spy: Twenty Years of Secret Service: The Memoirs of Gordon Lonsdale.  Neville Spearman, Lon-
don, 1965. 1st ed, 8vo in worn but now protected d/w, plates, pp218, **Lonsdale was a Russian spy who was sentenced to 25 years impros-
nment in 1961. He was exchanged for Greville Wynne in East Berlin in 1964. Known as the first autobiography written by a Russian spy to be 
captured in Britain, vg cond, A$22. 

240/39. (10830)  Matthews, Owen. An Impeccable Spy: Richard Sorge, Stalin's Master Agent.  Bloomsbury, London, 2019. 1st ed, 
large trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp435, **Richard Sorge was a renowned Russian spy who infiltrated the 
highest eschalons of German, Chinese and Japanese society just before and including WW2, new, A$32. 

240/40. (11084)  Miller, Scott. Agent 101: An American Spymaster and the German Resistance in WW2.  Simon & Schuster, NY, 2017. 
1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, time-line, chapter notes, index, pp342, **In November 1942, American spymaster Allen Dulles 
slipped into Switzerland before Germany closed the border. He discovered  a network of Germans - industrialists, students, diplomats and generals, 
conspiring to overthrow Hitler and he fitted rigt in, as new cond, A$38. 

240/41. (1721)  Powell, Alan. War by Stealth: Australians and the Allied Intelligence Bureau 1942-1945.  MUP, Melbourne, 1996. 1st 
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, index, biblio, source notes, pp424, **the AIB was McArthur’s intelligence, special operations 
and field propaganda unit in the Pacific War, 1942-45; an important book, vg cond and now scarce, A$160. 

240/42. (10833)  Purnell, Sonia. A Woman of No Importance: The Untold Story of Virginia Hall, WW2's Most Dangerous Spy.  Vira-
go Press, London, 2019. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, list of agents names, chapter notes, biblo, index, pp399, **in 1942 the 
Gestapo would stop at nothing to track down the mysterious 'Limping Lady' who was fighting for the freedom of France. She was Virginia Hall, a 
glamorous American with a wooden leg who was the first woman to infiltrate Vichy France for SOE, new, A$35. 

240/43. (9651)  Singh, Simon. The Code Book: The Science of Secrecy From Ancient Egypt to Quantum Cryptography.  Fourth Es-
tate, London, 1999. 1st ed? Large 8vo in d/w, plates, illustrations and diagrams,appendices, chapter notes, biblio, glossary, index, 
pp402, **a dramatic, compelling and remarkably far reaching book covering cipher from ancient times to modern day, vg cond, A$28. 

240/44. (7454)  Smith, Michael. Station 'X': Decoding Nazi Secrets.  TV Books, NY, 1998. 1st US ed, 8vo in good d/w, plates, biblio, 
index, pp246, **the work of the codes-breakers of Bletchley Park in WW2, vg cond, A$25. 

240/45. (4897)  Stafford, David. Secret Agent: The True Story of the Special Operations Executive.  BBC Publishing, London, 2000. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, index, biblio, pp254, **published to compliment the BBC series of the same name, vg cond, A$36. 

240/46. (11205)  Thomas, Gordon. Secrets & Lies: A History of CIA Mind control and Germ Warfare.  J.R. Books, London, 2008. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp417, **an exposition of the dark side of the medical profession and its work with spies, vg cond, 
A$38. 

240/47. (4742)  Tickell, Jerrard. Odette: The Story of a British Agent.  Chapman & Hall, London, 1951 (fp1949). 8th impr, 8vo in pr/cl 
d/w (now protected), inscr, plates (portrait in frontis), diagrams, obituary loose at front, pp338, **Odette Sansom was an SOE agent in 
France and was captured by the Gestapo and lived to tell the tale; one of the classic tales of SOE in WW2, she was awarded the George Cross and 
lived till age 82, gen good cond, A$28. 

240/48. (2877)  Volkman, Ernest. Warriors of the Night : Spies, Soldiers and American Intelligence.  William Morrow, NY, 1985. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, index, source notes, pp443, **A strong critique of the evolution and performance of the American intelligence community re-
citing a litany of failure despite being the world's most expensive intelligence-gathering network; very topical argument given today's situation, 
vg cond, A$28. 

240/49. (2992)  Yardley, Herbert O. The Chinese Black Chamber: An Adventure in Espionage.  Houghton-Miflin, NY, 1983. 1st US 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and diagrams, pp225, **Yardly was a famous intelligence figure in WW1 and pre WW2. He wrote the book 'The Ameri-
can Black Chamber' which angered the State Dept. In 1938 Chiang Kai-shek asked him to set up the 'Chinese Black Chamber', good story, vg 
cond, A$34. 

 

Military Biography 

 

240/50. (3320)  Chapman, Ivan. Iven G. Mackay: Citizen and Soldier.  Melway, Melbourne, 1975. 1st ed. 8vo in d/w, plates, index, 
biblio, pp316, **LtGen Mackay, who fought at Lone Pine on Gallipoli, commander of New Guinea Force in WW2, was one of Australia's most 
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capable battlefiled commanders, his men regarded him as outstanding, chipped d/w else vg cond, A$25. 

240/51. (8292)  Colman, Mike. Payne, VC: The Story of Australia's Most decorated Soldier of the Vietnam War.  ABC Books, Syd-
ney, 2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, index pp244, **Keith Payne, VC, AATTV was one of four recipients of the VC 
in Vietnam (Wheatley, Badcoe and Simpson, DCM the other three), vg cond A$30. 

240/52. (11175)  Cosgrove, General Sir Peter. You Shouldn't Have Joined…: A Memoir.  A&U, Sydney, 2020. 1st ed, large 8vo in pro-
tected d/w, signed by the author, colour and b/w plates, index, pp426, **General Cosgrove was afair dinkum soldier, awarded the MC in 
Vietnam with 9RAR and as they say, the rest is history. This is a good read, new, A$60. 

240/53. (5924)  Danchev, Alex. Alchemist of War:The Life of Basil Liddell Hart.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 1998. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates, source notes, biblio, appendices, index, pp369, **the famous war historian Basil Liddell Hart; he was variously 
revered and reviled by people such as Lloyd George, Winston Churchill and T.E. Lawrence. Called the modern day Clausewitz, he was the 'captain 
who taught Generals', vg cond, A$34. 

240/54. (11054)  Diamond, Jon. Orde Wingate: Leadership, Strategy, Conflict.  Osprey, UK, 2012. 1st ed, small 4to in card covers, 
colour and b/w plates, colour maps, biblio, index, pp64, **Wingate was one of the most influential and controversial commanders of WW2. 
Among other things, he established the Chindits in Burma where he met his death, new, A$24. 

 

240/55. (4621)  Facey, A.B. A Fortunate Life.  Viking (Penguin) Books, Melbourne, 1984 (fp1981). 1st fully illustrated ed, large roy. 8vo 
in decorated d/w, pp342, **an unforgettable classic in Australian writing, told by a man who battled and won against impossible odds, vg 
cond and now hard to find, A$42. 

240/56. (9945)  Gouttman, Rodney. An ANZAC Zionist Hero: The Life of Lieutenant Colonel Elizar Margolin, DSO.  Vallentine 
Mitchell, London, 2006. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, glossary, chapter notes, extensive biblio, index, pp194, **what a man 
this bloke was. Militia member in WA before ww1, original ANZAC, pioneer farmer in Palestine, a commander in the Jewish Legion in the Holy 
Land and the first Jewish governor in the Holy Land for 1800 year, vg cond and most uncommon, A$35. 

240/57. (5583)  Grant, Ian. Jacka, VC: Australia's Finest Fighting Soldier  Sun Books, Melbourne, 1990 (fp1989). Reprint, 8vo in card 
covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp196, **Albert Jacka, 14th Bn, AIF, was awarded the VC on Gallipoli (the first Australian to do 
so). He was later awarded the Military Cross at Pozieres and a Bar to the MC at Bullecourt on the Western Front, a good biography of a serious 
soldier,, vg cond, A$28. 

240/58. (4059)  Graves, Robert. Goodbye to All That: An Autobiography.  Cassell, London, 1957 (fp1929). 3rd impr, 8vo in chipped 
d/w, plates, map, pp441, **Graves was one of Britains great poets who served with the Royal Welsh Fusiliers in the Great War, vg cond, A$35. 

240/59. (9140)  Hastings, Selina. The Secret Lives of Somerset Maugham.  John Murray, London, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, chapter notes, index, pp614, **the great writer Somerset Maugham (1874-1965), one of the most famous writers in the world, served in 
both world wars for British Intelligence. He was a gay man who kept most of his private life a secret, new cond, A$30. 

240/60. (10984)  Jackson, Robert. Douglas Bader: A Biography.  Arthur Baker, London, 1983. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, 
plates, index, pp170 **the amazing Douglas Bader who lost both legs in WW2. When he recovered and, fitted with prosthetic legs, went right 
back to flying Spitfires. He was shot down and encarcerated in Colditz prison and, because he was always trying to escape, they confiscated his 
legs, what a man!! Vg cond, A$36. 

240/61. (10203)  Loftus, Ian. The Most Fearless and Gallant Soldier I Have Ever Seen: The Story of Martin O'Meara, VC.  Author, 
Perth, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, signed by the author, plates, maps, biblio, index, pp274, **Martin O'Meara, Australia's 
only Irish-born VC recipient of WW1. He showed great courage at Poziers where he was called 'the most fearless and gallant soldier I have ever 
seen'. Two years later he was suffering from 'delusional insanity' and died in Perth in 1935, new, A$45. 

240/62. (7830)  Macksey, Kenneth. Armoured Crusader: The Biography of Major-General Sir Percy 'Hobo' Hobart.  Grub Street, 
London, 2004 (fp1967). Reprint, trade 8vo in card-covers, plates, biblio, index, pp348, **Hobart was one of the most influential military 
commanders of WW2. He was a sort of 'Guderian of the British Army' - very inventive with a series of tank modifications called 'Hobo's Fun-
nies'. An excellent book, vg cond, A$30. 

240/63. (10119)  Malone, M.J & Lutley, P.D. SIMMO: A Biography of Ray Simpson, VC, DCM. One of Australia's Greatest Soldiers.  
Imprimatur Books, Perth, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the authors, colour plates and maps, footnotes, glossary, appen-
dices, biblio, index, pp266, **the remarkable Ray Simpson, VC, DCM who was brought up in straigtened circumstances, found the Army to be 
his home serving in WW2, the Korean War, Malaya and 5 years in Vietnam being severely wounded in action on his second tour (DCM)  in 1964, 
awarded the VC on his third tour in 1969, a remarkable soldier, new, A$60. 

240/64. (10143)  McMullin, Ross. Will Dyson: Australia's Radical Genius.  Scribe, Melbourne, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, profuse-
ly illustrated, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp448, **an updated and comprehensively rewritten book based on a biography of Will Dyson that 
was published in 1984 (A&R). Hardly a paragraph remains unaltered. Dyson was our first official War Artist in WW1, vg cond, A$40. 

240/65. (5250)  Orrmont, Arthur. Requiem for War: The Life of Wilfred Owen 1893-1918.  Four Winds Press, NY, 1972. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, index, pp192, **the first complete account of Owen's life as a bookish, self-absorbed boy to his death on the Western Front one week 
before the Armistice in 1918, vg cond and not often seen, A$45. 

240/66. (11191)  Perry, Roland. Monash & Chauvel: How Australia's Two Greatest Generals Changed the Course of World History.  
A&U, Sydney, 2017. 1st ed, thick 8vo in card covers, inscription in fep, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp567, **the great duo Harry 
and John who showed such great leadership in WW1 putting the sword through the Turks in the desert and the Germans in France and Belgium, 
vg cond, A$36. 

240/67. (8820)  Snyder, Louis L. Hitler's Elite: Biographical Sketches of Nazis Who Shaped the Third Reich.  David & Charles, Lon-
don, 1990 (fp1989). 1st Uk ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, pp320, **Hitler spawned a breed of lesser-lights who converted his 
hates into concentration camps, mass murder and the systematic extermination of the races and social groups he deemed inferior. A list of 19 mem-
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bers of the Nazi elite from Goering & Himmler to Borman and Heydrich, vg cond, A$35. 

240/68. (11048)  Tough, David. 212 Soldiers for the Queen: Fijians in the British Army 1961-1997.  Barallier Books, Victoria, 2018. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices (A to K) make up the pen-pictures of each person, foot notes, biblio, index, pp360, **212 Fijian 
men and women across the racial divide and answered the call in 1961 to bolster the ranks of theBritish Army. Appendix 'F' is titled 'The Gentlemen 
From Hereford' - detailing the 7 who served with 22SAS Regt incl TAKAVESI, DCM, VAKATALAI, DCM and TOM MORRELL, GM. LABA-
LABA was KIA at the battle of Mirbat in the Middle East, heroes all, new, A$55. 

240/69. (11194)  Waller, Douglas. Wild Bill Donovan: The Spymaster who Created the OSS and Modern American Espionage.  Free 
Press (S & S), NY, 2011. 1st ed thus, lare 8vo in protected d/w, plates, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp466, **the great Wild Bill Donovan, 
awarded the Medal of Honour in battle on the Western Front in WW1 and went on to create the OSS in WW2. It was unceremonially scrapped by 
Truman in 1946 to be resurrected in 1947 as the CIA, vg cond, A$45. 

 

Military General 

 

240/70. (4656)  Avery, LtCol Brian. Our Secret War: The 4th Battalion, RAR: Defending Malaysia Against Indonesian Confrontation, 

1965-1967.  Slouch Hat, Victoria, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus d/w,  plates and maps, index, end notes, nominal roll of 4RAR members serv-
ing in Sarawak Apr-Sep 1966,gallantry citations, pp216, **an intriguing account of the clandestine Australian operations carried out in Indone-
sian Borneo (Kalimantan) during Confrontation in the 1960s, 'CLARET Ops', new cond, A$54. 

240/71. (11026)  Barker, Theo. Signals: A History of the Royal Australian Corps of Signals, 1788-1947.  RA Sigs Corps Ctee, Canberra, 
1987. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, roll of honour, end notes, appendices, index, pp361, **communications always 
have played a big part in the conduct of operations from 1788 through the Boer War, WW1 and WW2 and on. Vg cond and now scarce, A$120. 

240/72. (9241)  Bassett, Jan (ed). As We Wave You Goodbye: Australian Women and War.  OUP, Melbourne, 1998. 1st ed, 4to in pro-
tected d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp246, **an anthology of over 80 extracts of women's writings on war covering the Boer War, the Great War, 
WW2, the Korean War, Vietnam and the Gulf War. 17 illustrations by Australian women artists accompany the text, excellent, vg cond, A$34. 

240/73. (7632)  Bowen, Jeremy. Six Days: How the 1967 War Shaped the Middle East.  Simon & Schuster, London, 2003. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, plates, source notes, biblio, index, pp420, **an original and rigorous piece of modern history, vg cond, A$26. 

240/74. (4888)  Campbell, Arthur, MC. Jungle Green.  George Allen and Unwin, London, 1953. 4th impr, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, 
prev owners book plate in  fep, maps, pp214, **the campaign in Malaya in the early '50s against the Communist terrorists from the view of a 
member of the Suffolk Regiment, vg cond, A$26. 

240/75. (11081)  Clutterbuck, Richard. The Long, Long War: The Emergency in Malaya 1948-1960.  Cassell & Co, London, 1967. 1st ed, 
8vo in protected d/w, inscr. in fep, appendices, biblio, index, pp206, **this is the first full account of an 'emergency' which lasted longer than 
both world wars in which the British gave a brilliant lead to the free world in proving methods to defeat communist aggression, musty else good 
cond, A$45. 

240/76. (9937)  Crockett, Anthony. Green Beret Red Star.  Eyre & Spottiswoode, London, 1954. 2nd impr, 8vo in pr cl d/w, plates, 
maps, pp221, **the green beret of the Royal Marines versus the Red Star of the Malaysian Communist Party in the Malayan Emergency in the 
early 1950's, good cond, A$26. 

240/77. (4751)  Cross, J.P. Jungle Warfare: Experiences and Encounters.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w  dia-
grams, plates, biblio, index, pp222, **an excellent overview of the methods and devices for fighting in the jungle, using many examples from the 
British and Japanese sides in WW2 and the Communist guerrillas in Malaya, Borneo and  (French) Vietnam, vg cond, A$40. 

240/78. (10992)  Edgar, Bill. South Africa to Afghanistan: Lifting the Curtain.  Tammar Publications, Perth, 2019. 1st ed, 8vo in card 
covers, profusely illustrated in b/w, pp314, **14 personal accounts from behind the scenes from the Boer War to Afghanistan in the now, new, 
A$35. 

240/79. (3795)  Fielding, Jean and Robert O'Neill. A Select Bibliography of Australian Military History 1891-1939.  ANU, Canberra, 
1978. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, desk-top published, further biblio notes loosly inserted, glossary, pp351, **one of the early authora-
tive bibliography of unit histories - now out of date, vg cond and hard to find, A$55. 

240/80. (11161)  Glubb, Brigadier John Baggott, CMG, DSO, OBE, MC. The Story of the Arab Legion.  Hodder & Stoughton, London, 
1956 (fp1948). 4th impr, large 8vo in shelf-worn blue buckram, sepia plates, maps, index, pp371, **the Arab Legion was formed in 1921 after 
the successes of the Arab Army under Feisal and T.E. Lawrence against the Ottoman Turks in WW1, generally good cond, A$36. 

240/81. (6292)  Kuring, Ian. Redcoats to Cams: A History of Australian Infantry, 1788-2001.  AMHP/Army History Unit, Sydney/
Canberra, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, illus, appendices, biblio, index, pp571, **the first publication to 
provide a history of the development of infantry as part of Australia's Defence Force from colonial times to the present day; a credible work, vg cond 
and now scarce, A$65. 

240/82. (8777)  Macdonald, Peter. Soldiers of Fortune: The Twentieth Century Mercenary.  Gallery Books, NY, 1986. 1st, 4to in d/w, 
fully illustrated in colour & b/w, index, pp191, **a useful overview from the French Foreign Legion to the foreign nations who served with the 
Nazi SS to post-colonial conflicts stretching across Europe to Africa and the Far East to the wars in SE Asia, Central America and Afghanistan, vg 
cond, A$28. 

240/83. (5229)  Maton, Michael. The National Honours and Awards of Australia.  Kangaroo Press, NSW, 1995. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, su-
perior paper, colour and b/w plates, biblio, order of precedence, index, pp168, **a very useful reference, vg cond, A$45. 

240/84. (1731)  McCormack, Gavan. Cold War, Hot War: An Australian Perspective on the Korean War.  Hale and Iremonger, NSW, 
1983. Printed at the same time as the hard-back, card cover, inscr, 8vo, plates and maps, source notes, index, pp191, **a critical examina-
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tion of the ‘forgotten’ war, vg cond, A$20. 

240/85. (10081)  McKenzie-Smith, Graham. Sappers in the West: Army Engineers in Western Australia.  RAE Association WA, Perth, 
2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, appendices, index, pp355, **a new history of the Roy-
al Australian Engineers in Western Australia since 1910 and before with the colonial 20 Coy Royal Sappers and Miners in 1851, a very credible 
history, vg cond,, A$65. 

240/86. (9962)  Moore, Bruce. A Lexicon of Cadet Language: Royal Military College, Duntroon in the Period 1983 to 1985.  ANU, Can-
berra, 1993. 1st ed, large trade 8vo in card covers, inscr, appendices, pp259, **a unique dictionary of the slang and word usages at the RMC 
Duntroon, vg cond and scarce, A$55. 

240/87. (6353)  Moore, Darren. Duntroon: A History of the Royal Military College of Australia, 1911-2001.  AHU/AMHP, Canberra/
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, colour photos on inside covers, full nominal rolls, source notes, biblio, index, 
pp608, **the most up-to-date history of Duntroon, vg cond, A$58. 

240/88. (5512)  Palazzo, Albert. The Royal Australian Corps of Transport: A History of Australian Army Transport, 1973-2000.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, appendices list commanders, RSMs, Order of battle, rolls of members 
who served with ANARE (Antarctica), index, pp181, **RACT has been committed to operations in Antarctica, Somalia, Cambodia, Rwanda, 
Bougainville and East Timor and of course, many large exercises in Australia. The 'Movers' are an important part of the ADF, new, A$48. 

240/89. (7343)  Rogers, Anthony. Someone Else's War: Mercenaries from 1960 to the Present (1998).  Harper Collins, London, 1998. 1st 
ed, 8vo in sl. damaged d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp255, **the murky world of mercenary soldiering 
for both good causes and bad. Hard to understand why they do it as the money is not as it's cracked up to be and danger and death are constant com-
panions, good cond, A$28. 

240/90. (11200)  Walter, John. Snipers at War: An Equipment and Operations History.  Greenhill Uk/Big Sky Sydney, 2017. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates, end notes, biblio and source notes, index, pp294, **an insightful tactical and technical history of 
the evolution of sniping, from the bow to the bullet, a very useful reference, new, A$35. 

240/91. (11099)  Wilson, Graham. Accomodating the King's Hard Bargain: Military Detention in the Australian Army 1914-1947.  Big 
Sky, Sydney, 2016. 1st ed, lare 8vo in protected d/w, plates, appendices, endnotes, biblio, index, pp704, **the gritty story of military de-
tention and punishment dating from colonial times, as new cond, A$48. 

 

Napoleonic, Crimean and Victorian Eras 

 

240/92. (8382)  Bartorp, Michael. The North-West Frontier: British India and Afghanistan: A Pictorial History 1839-1947.  Blandford 
Press, UK, 1982. 1st ed, large roy. 8vo in d/w, full narrative pictorial with 3 letters in two envelopes included plus news clippings 
tipped in at rear, appendix, glossary, biblio, index, pp184, **this book conveys vividly Britain's century-long preoccupation with the Frontier 
from the first disasterous adventure into Afghanistan until her withdrawal in 1947, vg cond, A$45. 

240/93. (9066)  Berton, Pierre. Flames Across the Border, 1813-1814.  McClelland & Stewart, Toronto, 1983 (fp1981). 3rd printing, large 
8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp492, **Berton's second volume in the 1813-14 war between Canada 
and the USA. The US burned the Toronto Parliament building down and the Canadians burned down the American White House; a savage 'little' 
stoush which defined the present day borders, vg cond, A$26. 

240/94. (5277)  Bleszynski, Nick. Shoot Straight You Bastards: The Truth Behind the Killing of 'Breaker' Morant.  Random House, 
Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, trade-sized 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp386, **Murder or justice? Were the Breaker and Handcock unjustly shot 
in 1902? Another book to reopen the debate. (it appears Kitchener may have a bit to answer for), new cond, A$28. 

240/95. (9505)  Buttery, David. Messenger of Death: Captain Nolan and the Charge of the Light Brigade.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 
2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates an maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp221, **full biography of the officer who conveyed the fatal order 
for the charge. A valuable insight into the Victorian Army and its officer class. An important contribution to the history of the Crimean War, new, 
A$26. 

240/96. (5465)  Dallas, Gregor. The Final Act: The Roads to Waterloo.  Henry Holt & Co, NY, 1996. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates, 
maps, source notes, massive biblio, index, pp544, **a very detailed account of the dramas leading up to and during the battle of Waterloo, new 
cond, A$38. 

240/97. (8817)  Elting, John R. Swords Around a Throne: Napoleon's Grande Armee.  Phoenix Giant, London, 1997 (fp1989). Reprint, 
large trade 8vo in card covers, maps & plates, chapter notes, vast biblio, index, pp769, **few Armies have left as great and enduring a legend 
as Napoleon's Grande Armee. In existence for only a decade, this powerful weapon, numbering at its peak over 1 million soldiers, swiftly conquered 
vast territories across Europe and threatened to overrun more (till Wellington), vg cond, A$25. 

240/98. (7900)  Fletcher, Ian. Craufurd's Light Division: The Life of Robert Craufurd and His Command of the Light Division.  Spell-
mount Ltd, UK, 1991. 1st ed, large 8vo in vg d/w, brilliant colour plates plus b/w plates& maps, biblio, index, pp240, **Robert Crafurd 
was one of the finest officers in Wellington's Peninsular Army. Known as 'Black Bob' to his men he was also the most controversial. He led the divi-
sion from 1808 till killed in action at Ciudad Rodrigo in 1812, vg cond, A$48. 

240/99. (10034)  Glover, Michael. The Peninsular War 1807-1814.: A Concise Military History.  David & Charles, London, 1974. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, chapter notes, index, pp431, **this book seeks to give the basic skeleton of facts of the 
various campaigns and battles of the Peninsular War between Wellington and Napoleon, bit musty and slightly foxed else good cond, A$30. 

240/100. (1142)  Gordon, Major Lawrence L. Military Origins.  A.S. Barnes & Co, USA, 1971 1st U.S. ed, 8vo in or.cl, lacks d/w, illus 
with b/w drawings and colour plates, index, pp256, **the book of answers to all the fascinating origins of most aspects of the British Army, vg 
cond, A$38. 
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240/101. (8816)  Haythornwaite, Philip J. The Armies of Wellington.  Arms & Armour Press, London, 1994. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, 
plates, inscr in fep, appendices list army units as at 1815, glossary, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp318, **the most comprehensive account 
ever published of the effect of this one man on the British Army during the Napoleonic era, vg cond, A$36. 

240/102. (4035)  Howarth, David. A Near Run Thing: The Day of Waterloo.  History Book club, London, 1971 (fp1968). Reprint, large 
8vo in sl worn d/ws, colour and b/w plates & maps,  index, pp238, **a description of the battle as the soldiers saw, heard and felt. Based on 18 
principal eye-witness accounts and a large number of letters, gen good cond A$30. 

240/103. (9940)  Humble, Richard. Napoleon's Peninsular Marshals.  Book Club, UK, 1974. Reprint, lrge 8vo in reasonable d/w, plates, 
index, pp228, **an account of the performance of the French Marshals both to each other and their performances in the field , good cond, A$25. 

240/104. (3989)  Huxley, Elspeth. Florence Nightingale.  Chancellor Press, London, 1975. Reprint, large Roy. 8vo in d/w, illustrated 
edition, biblio, index, pp254, **the brilliant Florence Nightingale, the 'ministering angel of Scutari'. Rated together with the inventors of antisep-
tics and chloroform as the three persons most responsible for the relief of human suffering in the 19th C, vg cond, A$36. 

240/105. (9820)  Merriman, John. The Dynamite Club: How a Bombing in Fin-de-Siecle Paris Ignited the Age of Modern Terror.  JR 
Books, London, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp259, **the Dynamite Club was a band of workers, intel-
lectuals and radicals who embraced anarchy as an idealogical tool to overthrow the state. They planted bombs in public places, targetted civilians and 
assassinated the French President, new cond, A$28. 

240/106. (1657)  Murray, LtCol P.L. RAA (Retd). Official Records of the Australian Military Contingents to the War in South Africa. 

Burridge, Perth nd? (fp1911). Facsimile reprint, large 8vo in gilt on green cloth boards,  index, full rolls by state with explanatory notes, 
pp607, **Murray’s is considered ‘the bible’ on Australia’s commitment to the 2nd Boer War (1899-1902), vg cond and now scarce, A$200. 

240/107. (10498)  Newbury, George (ed). The Australian Commonwealth Horse.  Ed, Adelaide, 1989. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, desk-
top published, full rolls of all contingents of the ACH in the Boer war 1899-1902, casualty list and honours and awards, pp107, **the 
ACH was formed after Federation in 1901 where all states handed over the responsibility for recruitment for the Boer War to the new Common-
wealth, slight moisture stains to lower right corner else vg cond and now scarce, A$45. 

240/108. (6460)  Pearn, Colonel John. Arms & Aesculapius: Military Medicine in Pre-Federation Queensland: The Queensland De-

fence Force and its Doctor Soldiers.  Amphion Press, Brisbane, 1996. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, profusely illus with historic photos, rolls, bib-
lio, index, pp245, **documents the evolution of the emergent armed forces in pre-Federation northern Australia, vg cond, A$50. 

240/109. (9645)  Richards, D.S. Conflict in the Crimea: British Redcoats on Russian Soil.  Pen & Sword Military, UK, 2006. 1st ed, large 
8vo in d/w, plates & map, biblio, index,  pp211, **the Crimean War between Britain and her Allies and the Russians endured for three years but 
very little is remembered. This book is the story of that grim campaign which was hard won but did little to ensure peace and stability in the region, 
as new cond, A$46. 

240/110. (7919)  St. Leger, Captain Stratford. Mounted Infantry at War.  Galago, RSA, 1986 (fp1903 as 'War Sketches in Colour), Reprint, 
large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w sketches, large print, pp274, **the author commanded  a mounted infantry unit at the relief of Kimberley and 
the occupation of Bloemfontein and finally the occupation of Pretoria. His sketches are a remarkable record from men of horses, POWs to women, vg 
cond and uncommon, A$45. 

240/111. (3930)  Thomas, Donald. Charge! Hurrah! Hurrah!: A Life of Cardigan of Balaclava.  Routledge & Keegan Paul, London, 1974. 
1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, source notes, index, pp369, **the 7th Earl of Cardigan led the mighty charge of the Light Brigade and created 
numerous scandals throughout his life, vg cond and hard to find, A$48. 

240/112. (9469)  Uffindell, Andrew. The Eagle's Last Triumph: Napoleon's Victory at Ligny, June 1815.  Greenhill Books, London, 2006. 
1st ed? Large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, end notes, extensive bib lio, appendices, index, pp272, **Napoleon won his final victory 
(against Blucher's Prussians) on 16 June 1815 at Ligny two days before suffering a crushing defeat at Waterloo. A vivid military epic, vg cond, 
A$35. 

240/113. (9143)  Urban, Mark. Fusiliers: Eight Years with the Redcoats in America.  Faber & Faber, London, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in 
d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp384, **from Lexington Green in 1775 to Yorktown in 1781, one British regiment marched 
thousands of miles and fought a dozen battles to uphold British rule in America: the Royal Welch Fusiliers, as new cond, A$30. 

240/114. (7531)  Walker, Major  G. Goold, DSO, MC. The Honourable Artillery Company 1537-1926.  John Lane The Bodley Head, Lon-
don, 1926. 1st ed, 8vo in blue cloth with gilt titles and motif to cover, signed by the author, plates (colour plate in frontisp), roll of hon-
our 1914-1919, citations for three VCs in WW1 (Haine, Pollard & Pryce), index, pp298, **a very good history of an ancient British unit which 
remains on the order of battle (in a mainly ceremonial role) to this day, vg cond and uncommon, A$80. 

240/115. (53)  Wieck, George F. The Volunteer Movement in Western Australia 1861-1903.  Paterson Brokensha, Perth. nd? 1st ed, 
small 8vo in card covers, illus, pp88, appendices list all units raised in the period and Commandants from 1855 to 1905, **Colonel George 
Wieck was a famous military leader, historian and collector in WA, vg cond and becoming scarce, A$42. 

 

Naval 

 

240/116. (2857)  Alexander, Roy. The Cruise of the Raider 'Wolf'.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1939. 1st ed,  8vo in new green cloth 
bindings and eps, fold-out map depicting the cruise of the raider from Germany to the southern oceans between Nov 1916 and Feb 
1918, list of ships mined, pp334, **the WOLF patrolled the Tasman Sea and environs laying mines and attacking shipping during WWI, good 
solid cond and hard to find, A$34. 

240/117. (11097)  Baldock, Tim. Fortress Fremantle: Its Lost Sub & Contribution to World War 2.  Baldock Family Trust, Fremantle, 
2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp143, **Fremantle was the base for US, British and Dutch submarines in WW2. One of 
the US subs USS BULLHEAD  was lost on operations from Fremantle harbour in August 1945. A useful overview of life in the harbour city during 
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WW2, new, A$25. 

240/118. (9126)  Bancroft, Arthur (with John Harman). Arthur's War.  Viking, Victoria, 2010. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed 
by the author, plates and maps, index, pp307, **Arthur 'Blood' Bancroft was sunk twice - firstly in HMAS PERTH in the Battle of Sunda 
Strait 28 Feb-1 Mar 1942 and again in the Rakuyo Maru sunk by a USN submarine on its way to Japan. Between sinkings he endured great priva-
tion as a POW for 3 years, vg cond, A$85. 

240/119. (4256)  Barker, Ralph. Goodnight, Sorry For Sinking You: The Story of the S.S. CITY OF CAIRO.  Collins, London, 1984. 1st 
ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, roll of occupants of lifeboats, index, biblio, appendices, pp251, **the CITY OF CAIRO, a civilian passenger 
ship, was sunk in 1942 by U68 whose Captain apologised as per the title. This is a story of survival and endurance in the vast expanse of the Atlantic 
Ocean, vg cond, A$35. 

240/120. (6672)  Brenchley, Fred & Elizabeth. Stoker's Submarine: Australia's Daring Raid on the Dardanelles on the Day of the Gal-

lipoli Landing.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 2003 (fp 2001). Reprint, 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates and maps, list of those sail-
ors who were lost off Rabaul in AE1, biblio, index, pp318, **Lieut.Cdr Dacre Stoker, captain of the Australian submarine AE2 breached the 
Turkish defences in the Dardanelles on 25 Apr 1915 with an intention of disrupting Turkish supply lines to the isolated Gallipoli peninsular. It was 
proclaimed at the time as 'the finest feat in submarine history, new cond, A$22. 

240/121. (10157)  Cordingly, David. Billy Ruffian: The BELLEROPHON and the Downfall of Napoleon: The Biography of a Ship of 

the Line 1782-1836.  Bloomsbury, London, 3003. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, appendicesglossary, 
biblio, chapter notes, index, pp355, **the British 74-gun ship of the line BELLEROPHON (known as 'Billy Ruffian') played an important role in 
the defeat of Napoleon's navy at Trafalgar (1805), vg cond, A$46. 

240/122. (8693)  Cunningham, LCDR I.J. RAN. Work Hard Play Hard: The Royal Australian Naval College 1913-1988.  AGPS, Canber-
ra, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in good d/w, profusely illustrated, appendices contain maps, diagrams and full rolls of all intakes and staff 
from 1913 to 1987, biblio, index, pp161, **HMAS CRESWELL is the Royal Australian Naval College situated at Jervis Bay NSW, vg cond and 
hard to find, A$85. 

240/123. (10403)  Doolan, Ken. HMAS TOBRUK: Warship For Every Crisis.  Grinkle Press, NSW, 2007. 1st ed, large trade 8vo in card 
covers, signed by the author to Adm, Phil Kennedy, profusely illustrated, foot notes, roll of Commanding Officers, index, pp157, 
**TOBRUK was launched in 1980 the second RAN ship to be so named. She was scuttled in late June 2018. The author was her commissioning com-
manding officer, vg cond and not often seen, A$52. 

240/124. (1275)  Frame, Tom. Where Fate Calls: The HMAS Voyager Tragedy, 10 Feb 1964.  Hodder & Stoughton, Sydney, 1992. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w, plates & figure plots, biblio, source notes, full roll of Voyager's ship's company, pp447, **82 men died  when HMAS 
VOYAGER was rammed by HMAS MELBOURNE in Feb 1964 when she inexplicably crossed MELBOURNE's bow, vg cond, A$30. 

240/125. (9684)  Irving, Lieut-Comd John, RN. Naval Life and Customs: Tradition, Lore and Language of the Royal Navy.  Sherratt & 
Hughes, UK, c1945. 1st ed? Small handbook in card covers, plate of HM King George 6th on inside cover, inscr on title page, illustrated, 
glossary of words and phrases, ppp162, **a great little hand-book used by sailors over many generations to learn the ways of his new ship from 
day 1, worn edges but in generally solid condition, A$25. 

240/126. (5809)  Jeppesen, Lieut-Comd J.C, OAM, RFD. Constant Care: The Royal Australian Navy Health Services 1915-2002.  AMH, 
Sydney, 2002. 1st ed, large 8vo in illus boards, plates, honour roll and honours and awards, biblio, glossary and abbreviations, appen-
dices, index, pp336, **covers health care in war and peace and includes ships in action and the shore-based hospitals around Australia and else-
where, new, A$45. 

240/127. (5409)  Lind, Lew. Toku Tai - Japanese Submarine Operations in Australian Waters.  Kangaroo Press, Qld, 1992. 1st ed, 8vo 
in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, appendices, index, pp160, **an account of the Japanese Special Attack Force in Australian waters in 1942-
1943, vg cond and now scarce, A$42. 

240/128. (8115)  McAulay, Lex. The Battle of the Bismarck Sea, 3 March 1943.  Banner Books, Qld, 2008. 1st ed,  8vo in d/w, plates, 
map, appendices, glossary, biblio, index, pp262, **30 minutes that changed the balance of power in New Guinea. A battle for land forces, fought 
at sea, won by air, new, A$34. 

240/129. (11077)  Mearns, David. The Search for the SYDNEY: How Australia's Greatest Maritime Mystery was Solved.  HarperCol-
lins Publishers, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, lare 4to in protected d/w, profusely illustrated in colour and b/w, large gate-fold of SYDNEY, 
chapter notes, index, pp264, **HMAS SYDNEY was lost in the Indian Ocean of Western Australia in a savage action against the German cruiser 
KORMORAN. Both were sunk on the 19th November 1941 with all hands (645) men of SYDNEY KIA and the KORMORAN lost 78 men, 315 
surviving, vg cond, A$40. 

240/130. (7287)  Nation, Ex -Stoker Petty Officer Andy. A Stoker's Journey: From the Med to Korea in HMAS WATERHEN, NIZAM, 
WARRAMUNGA and SYDNEY.  Slouch Hat Publications, Victoria, 2006. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, pp212, **Andy 
Nation's interesting Naval career on various ships in various war zones, new, A$32. 

240/131. (4164)  Olson, Wes. Bitter Victory: The Death of the HMAS SYDNEY.  UWA Press, Perth, 2000. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, illustrated 
with plates, maps and drawings, index, biblio, pp431, **what did happen just off the WA coast on 19 November 1941? This is a compelling book 
written by a dedicated SYDNEY historian Wes Olson and is a 'must' for avid naval collectors, vg cond, A$58. 

240/132. (10179)  Perryman, John & Mitchell, Brett. Australia's Navy in Vietnam: Royal Australian Navy Operations 1965-72.  Topmill 
P/L, nd? 1st ed?, 4to in card covers, fully illustrated in colour and b/w, honour roll, pp96, **the RAN did a lot of work in Vietnam from 
operating the HMAS SYDNEY bringing troops and supplies to and from Australia, to Clearance Divers etc, vg cond, A$40. 

240/133. (7351)  Ross, Al. The Destroyer CAMPBELTOWN.  Conway Maritime Press, London, 2004 (fp1990). Reprint, oblong large 8vo 
in d/w, part of the 'Anatomy of a Ship' series, complete with 1/256th scale fold-out plan, fuly ilus, pp126, **a remarkable portrail of HMS 
CAMPBELTOWN, famous for the incredible raid on the docks of St Nazaire in WW2, new, A$48. 

240/134. (1392)  Ross, Lieut W.H, RAN. "Stormy Petrel": The Life Story of HMAS SYDNEY.  Patersons, Perth, nd? 1st ed, small pocket-
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sized hard back book in blue cloth, plates, nominal roll of those lost, pp296, **the author served on the '2nd' Sydney in WW2 as part of the 
British Mediterranean Fleet, good cond and scarce, A$26. 

240/135. (4293)  Schaffer, Heinz. U-Boat 977.  William Kimber, London, 1953 (fp1952). Reprint, 8vo in good d/w, plates, pp207, **U977 
fled to Argentina after the surrender giving rise to the rumour that Hitler had fled there, a great read, vg cond, A$36. 

240/136. (4528)  Scharf, J. Thomas. History of the Confederate States Navy: From It's Organisation to the Surrender of It's Last Vessel.  
Gramercy Books, NY, 1996. (fp c1867) Facsimile reprint, thick 8vo in d/w, illus, index, full list of all vessels, pp824, **the author was an 
officer of the Confederate States Navy; covers the struggle with the US Navy, river and open sea engagements, blockade-running, Iron-clads and 
torpedoes and the history of privateering, a great book, vg cond, A$45. 

240/137. (4977)  van der Vat, Dan. The Last Corsair: The Story of the EMDEN.  Hodder & Stoughton, London, 1983. 1st ed, 8vo d/w, 
plates, maps, index, pp205, **the EMDEN was destroyed by HMAS SYDNEY at Cocos Is in Aug 1914. The crew escaped by the schooner AYE-
SHA in an epic voyage that made them and their captain Muller heroes in Germany, a very interesting story, sl foxing in fep else vg cond and 
hard to find, A$45. 

240/138. (1168)  Van Der Vat, Dan. Stealth at Sea: The History of the Submarine.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 1994. 1st ed, 8vo 
in d/w, plates, index, extensive biblio, pp374, **traces the history of the sub from the HOLLAND in 1900 to modern nuclear boats, vg cond, 
A$28. 

Special Forces & Airborne 

 

240/139. (1684)  Astill, Don. Commando White Diamond: Unit History of the 2/8 Australian Commando Squadron, Australia and 

South-West Pacific 1942-1945.  AMHP, Sydney, 1996. 1st ed, 4to in printed boards, plates and maps, index, nominal roll, honours and 
awards, biblio, pp112, **the 2/8th served in Australia, New Guinea, New Britain an Bougainville, vg cond and scarce A$130. 

240/140. (9638)  Bailey, Roderick. The Wildest Province: SOE in the Land of the Eagle.  Vintage Books, London, 2008. 1st ed, small 8vo 
in card covers, plates and maps, nominal roll, awards, casualties and code names, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp405, **in 1943 SOE 
operatives parachuted into Axis-occupied Albania to link up with the local guerrilla bands, to arm them and hopefully, train them. The hardships 
they endured and the casualties high especially as the guerrillas were keener to kill each other than the Germans and Italians; hairy stuff, as new 
cond, A$24. 

240/141. (10301)  Barnes, Katherine. The Sabotage Diaries: The True Story of a Daring Band of Allied Special Forces and their Covert 

Operations in Nazi-occupied Greece.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 2015. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio, in-
dex, pp417, **the astonishing wartime exploits of engineer Tom Barnes who was parachuted into Greece in 1942 with a team of special operations 
officers and sappers on Operation HARLING, primarily to destroy a vital railway bridge. It was only the start, vg cond, A$28. 

240/142. (3077)  Cole, Barbara. The Elite: The Story of the Rhodesian Special Air Service.  Three Knights, RSA, 1984. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in blue full leather in slip case with leather bookmark, signed by author and numbered (#1199 of 1500), gold blocked and spine em-
bossed, raised metal badge recessed into cover, colour & b/w plates, maps, index, pp449, ** this is the scarce and beautifully presented 1st 
ed SAS title. This book is now over 30 years old and it is in mint condition, appears to have been rarely opened, now extremely scarce and desirable, a 
great addition to any Special Forces library, A$350. 

240/143. (9831)  Donaldson, Mark, VC. The Crossroad: A Story of Life, Death and the SAS.  Macmillan, Australia, 2013. 1st ed, large 
8vo in protected d/w,   plates, index, pp432, **the life story (so far) of the remarkable Mark Donaldson, VC who'se life before joining the SAS 
was a rocky one and joining the great SASR with multiple tours of Afghanistan awarded the VC on one of them. He was also wounded in action on a 
later tour, a must read book, vg cond, A$45. 

240/144. (11184)  Gilling, Tom. Bastard Behind the Lines  A&U, Sydney, 2021. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and map, biblio, 
index, pp247, **the extraordinary story of Jock McLaren's escape from Sandakan and his guerrilla war against the Japanese. What a man, teamed 
up with Rex Blow to wreak havoc amongst the Japanese, new, A$36. 

240/145. (5166)  Harclerode, Peter. Para! Fifty Years of the Parachute Regiment.  Arms & Armour Press, London, 1992. 1st ed, thick 8vo 
in protected d/w,  plates, appendices list CO's of all para units from 1940-1992, battle honours, biblio, index, pp415, **raised early in 
WW2 because Churchill was impressed with the German Fallshirmjager. They made an early name for themselves at Bruneval in 1942 where they 
captured a vital German radar station. Did well in the Falklands (two VCs) in 1982, vg cond, A$45. 

240/146. (5290)  Horner, David. SAS: Phantoms of War: A History of the Australian Special Air Service.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 2002 
(fp1989). Updated ed, thick 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, full rolls of service in Borneo and Vietnam, casualty roll, honours and 
awards, source notes, biblio, index, pp596, **an updated edition of Phantoms of the Jungle to include operations in the '90s in particular East 
Timor, vg cond, A$38. 

240/147. (10806)  Irwin, Will. Abundance of Valor: Resistance, Survival and Liberation 1944-45.  Ballantine Books, NY, 2010. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp378, **concentrates on the three Jedburgh teams that operated farhest behind 
enemy lines, the nine men whose treacherous missions resulted in deaths, captures and hairbreath escapes, vg cond, A$35. 

240/148. (11188)  Lewis, Damien. SAS Nazi Hunters: The Ultra-Secret Unit and the Hunt for Hitler's War Criminals.  Quercus, Lon-
don, 2015. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, index, pp425, **31 of the 80 SAS soldiers who parachuted into the French mountains in 
1944 were listed as 'missing'. SAS was to be disbanded in 1945 but Colonel Brian Franks formed a 'Nazi hunting' unit to track down the killers 
through 1948 and beyond, as new cond, A$28. 

240/149. (11190)  Lewis, Jon E. The SAS Combat Handbook.  The Lyons Press, USA, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in card covers, illustrations 
and line drawings, index, pp506, **covers tactics and techniques in arctic, desert, jungle survival, combat, escape and evasion and survival, a very 
useful text, vg cond and uncommon, A$40. 

240/150. (315)  Long, Bob. Z' Special Unit's Secret war - Operation Semut 1. Soldiering with the Head-hunters of Borneo.  Author, 
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Perth, 1989. Reprint, thick 8vo in card covers, plates, maps,  rolls, index, pp608, **an excellent account of operations in Borneo in WW2 with 
Z Special's SEMUT 1 (ant), new, A$55. 

240/151. (11182)  Lyman, Robert. The Real X-Men: The Heroic Story of the Underwater 1942-1945.  Quercus, London, 2015. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, biblio, appendices show the casualty list and VC citations, index, pp314, **'the X-Craft 
attack on the TIRPITZ will surely go down in history as one of the most courageous acts of all time' said RADM Claud Barry. A great book detail-
ing the exploits of X-Craft and Chariots in the war against Germany and Japan, new, A$45. 

240/152. (2758)  Maclean, Fitzroy Eastern Approaches. Eight Adventurous Years.  Jonathan Cape, London, 1966 (fp1949). Reprint, 8vo 
in protected d/w, signed by the author, portrait in frontis, plates, fold-out maps of the Central Asia, the Western Desert and Yugosla-
via, index, pp543, **the brilliant Fitzroy Maclean who cut his teeth with Stirling in the desert and was placed in Yugoslavia to assist the Chetnicks 
but found that it was Tito and his Communists who were taking the war up to the Germans. He consequently advised that British support should go 
to Tito, vg cond and RARE with signature, A$220. 

240/153. (9246)  Maylor, Rob (with Robert Macklin). SAS Sniper: The World of an Elite Australian Marksman.  Hachette, Australia, 
2010. Reprint, trade 8vo in card covers, colour plates, glossary of sniper terminology, pp331, **Maylor, an ex Royal Marine, served in Ti-
mor, Iraq and Afghanistan where he was wounded in action. Not a bad story which no doubt caused a bit of heart-burn in Swanbourne, vg cond, 
A$24. 

240/154. (2418)  McKay, Gary. Sleeping With Your Ears Open: On Patrol with the Australian SAS.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1999. 1st 
ed, 8vo in protected d/w, plates, index, biblio, pp307, **a very credible account of SAS on patrol in Borneo and Vietnam, new cond, A$75. 

240/155. (11155)  Miller, David. Special Operations South-East Asia 1942-1945: Minerva, Baldhead & Longshanks Creek.  Pen & 
Sword Military, UK, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, map in frontis, appendices, notes, biblio, index, pp220,, **the first book dealing with 
Brit special operations in south east Asia. Most books in this area are Australian Z Special and the like. No mention of them here, new, A$45. 

240/156. (10255)  Milton, Giles. The Ministry of Ungentlemanly Warfare: Churchill's Mavericks, Plotting Hitler's Defeat.  John Mur-
ray, London, 2016. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp356, **the story of SOE, its leaders and the enor-
mous job they had in WW2, (review enclosed), vg cond, A$24. 

240/157. (11183)  Moffitt, Anthony 'Harry'. Eleven Bats: A Story of Combat, Cricket and the SAS.  A&U, Sydney, 2020. 1st ed, trade 
8vo in card covers, colour plates, pp366, **got to be the best book written by an SAS soldier ever. Harry, your are a gem and long may you con-
tinue. Maybe one day we will see the 11 Bats in the War Memorial for all to see, new, A$36. 

240/158. (11207)  Morris, Eric. Churchill's Private Armies: British Special Forces in Europe 1939-1942.  Hutchinson, London, 1986. 1st 
ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and map, end notes, biblio, index, pp254, **Churchill's Private Armies recruited the best men availa-
ble. But they had to fight two wars - the first against a superbly professional German army, and the second against the Military Establishment who 
bitterly resented their unorthodox methods and even their right to exist, vg cond, A$35. 

240/159. (6808)  Pinney, Peter. The Barbarians: A Soldier's New Guinea Diary.  UQP, Brisbane, 1988. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, 
maps, notes, pp240, **Peter Pinney served in 2/8th Commando, fair cond and hard to find, A$24. 

240/160. (4077)  Pirie, Andy. Commando - Double Black: An Historical Narrative of the 2/5th Australian Independent Company 

(later 2/5th Cav Cdo Sqn 1942-1945).  2/5th Cdo Trust, Sydney, 1996. (fp1994). Revised ed, small 4to in d/w,  plates, maps, biblio, 
nominal rolls, honour roll, biblio, pp526, **the 2/5th fought through the New Guinea and Borneo Campaigns in WW2, vg cond and scarce, 
A$150. 

240/161. (10642)  Williams, Michael 'Wings'. Shooting from the Shadows: New Zealand Special Air Service: The 'Wings' Williams 

Story.  John Douglas Publishing, NZ, 2019. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, colour and b/w plates,  biblio, index, pp233, **'Wings' Williams 
served in Borneo and Vietnam with the NZ SAS. Although it's his story, he encompassed the stories of many others, new, A$85. 

240/162. (10131)  Wong Sue, Jack, DCM (AKR13). Blood on Borneo.  L. Smith and Author, Perth, 2001. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/
w, limited edition #0486, signed by Jack and his son Barry 2001, plates, pp399, **Jack Sue, a Perth legend, served in SRD and Z Special in 
Borneo in WW2, vg cond and hard to find in h/b, A$65. 

 

Vietnam 

 

240/163. (7393)  Allen, LtCol Alfred M., MC, USA. Internal Medicine in Vietnam - Vol 1: Skin Diseases in Vietnam 1965-72.  Office of 
the Surgeon General US Army, Washington, 1977. 1st ed, large 8vo in brown buckram cloth, gilt titles, colour plates, appendix, index, 
pp185, **Vietnam was a breeding ground for all sorts of skin diseases and they are all shown here in vivid colour! sl shelf fading to the spine else 
vg cond, A$28. 

240/164. (5970)  Clark, Gregory R. (ed). Quotations on the Vietnam War.  McFarland & Co, USA, 2001. 1st ed, large 4to in illus boards, 
source notes, biblio, index, pp294, **the words of the famous, the non-famous, and the infamous alike, arranged by year from 1944 to 2000, new, 
A$34. 

240/165. (10308)  Cutler, Thomas J. USN. Brown Water, Black Berets.  Naval Institute Press, USA, 1988. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w, inscription in fep, plates, map, glossary, source notes, biblio, index, pp426, **the definitive history of coastal and riverine warfare in 
Vietnam. The brown-water force comprised mostly of converted pleasure boats and aging landing craft, heavily armoured and armed, vg cond, 
A$32. 

240/166. (5147)  Edwards, Peter & Pemberton, Gregory. Crises and Commitments: The Politics and Diplomacy of Australia's Involve-
ment in South-east Asian Conflicts, 1948-1965. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-
1975).  Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney, 1962. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, plates and illus, extensive biblio, endnotes, bio notes on the ma-
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jor Australian diplomats in the period, index, pp515, **the first volume in the 'Official History' - covers the domestic and international politics 
of Austrlia's involvement in the Malayan Emergency (1948-60), Indonesian-Malaysian Confrontation (1963-66) and up to the commitment of our  
first combat battalion, vg cond, A$85. 

240/167. (4872)  Fall, Bernard. Street Without Joy: Insurgency in Indochina, 1946-1963.  Stackpole, USA, 1963. (fp1961) 3rd revised ed, 
8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, diagrams, appendices, index, pp379, **the best account in English of the defeat of the French in Indo 
China, vg cond and scarce, A$65. 

240/168. (4339)  Firkins, Peter. The Australians in Nine Wars: Waikato to Long Tan.  Rigby, Adelaide, 1971. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w, 
signed gift card taped in,  plates in colour and b/w, maps, index, biblio, pp458, **an authoritative overview of Australia’s war involvement 
from 1863 to 1966, d/w sunned else good cond, A$38. 

240/169. (6259)  Frost, Frank. Australia's War in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1987. 2nd impr, 8vo in d/w, plates, end notes, ap-
pendix, biblio, index, pp211, **this book offered the first detailed account of the strategy, policies and experience of the Australian Task Force based 
at Nui Dat from 1966 to 1971, vg cond, A$25. 

240/170. (8563)  Horner, David. Strategic Command: General Sir John Wilton and Australia's Asian Wars.  OUP, Melbourne, 2006 
(fp2005). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates & map, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp452, **John Wilton commanded the Australian Army 
through the Borneo campaign and the Vietnam War. He was the first officer after Blamey to reach full General and operated at the high strategic level 
dealing with Prime Ministers Menzies, Holt and Gorton, new, A$65. 

240/171. (1607)  Horner, David (ed). Duty First: The Royal Australian Regiment in War and Peace.  Allen & Unwin, NSW, 1990. 1st ed, 
thick 8vo in d/w, maps, plates, biblio, source notes, index, pp525. **the RAR was born out of BCOF battalions 65th, 66th and 67th which be-
came 1,2 & 3 RAR in 1948, a good history, vg cond and becoming hard to find, A$46. 

240/172. (11013)  Howell LtCol, MC (Retd), Tony. Jungle Green Shadows: Victor 2 Company, 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion, 1967-

1968.  JDP, Auckland, 2019. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, colour and b/w plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards, casual-
ty list, index, pp470, **the Kiwis landed in Phuoc Tuy Province as an element of 2RAR/NZ (ANZAC) Battalion and into the thick of things. Dur-
ing the TET Offensive in '68 they saw a lot of action, new, A$85. 

240/173. (11085)  Macdonald, Peter. Giap: The Victor in Vietnam.  Warner Books, UK, 1994 (fp1993). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, 
map, biblio, index, pp368, **Vo Nyugen Giap defeated the French and then the Americans in Vietnam. Arguably one of the great military leaders 
of the 20th century, vg cond, A$28. 

240/174. (4858)  McAulay, Lex. The Fighting First: Combat Operations in Vietnam 1968-69, The First Battalion, the Royal Australian 

Regiment.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 1991. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w and mylar, plates, maps, index, appendices, full nominal roll, casualty list, 
pp293, **1RAR's second tour of South Vietnam covering the Battle of Coral & Balmoral (May 1968) and many other operations during their tour of 
duty, excellent unit history, vg cond and scarce, A$125. 

240/175. (7078)  McAulay, Lex. The Battle of Long Tan: The Legend of ANZAC Upheld.  Hutchinson, Melbourne, 1986. 1st ed, 8vo in 
vg protected d/w, plates and maps, inscr, nominal roll of D Company 6 RAR at the battle, appendices, index, pp187, **on 18 Aug 196, D 
Company 6RAR fought an overwhelming number of Viet Cong in the Long Tan rubber plantation losing 17 KIA but accounting for many hundreds 
of the enemy. The OC Harry Smith was awarded an MC and Sgt Bob Buick the MM, vg cond and now hard to find, A$85. 

240/176. (5047)  McKay, Gary, MC and Nicholas, Graeme. Jungle Tracks: Australian Armour in Vietnam.  Allen & Unwin, Sydney, 
2001. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, plates, maps, biblio, source notes, index, pp325, **a skilfull assembly of Australian Armoured Corps soldier's 
personal memories and experiences in the Vietnam War, vg cond and hard to find, A$40. 

240/177. (4204)  McNeill, Ian. The Team: Australian Army Advisers in Vietnam 1962-1972.  AWM, Canberra, 1984. 1st ed, thick 8vo in 
d/w, many illus, plates and maps, index, roll of honoursource notes, biblio, nominal roll, honours and awards, pp534, **the most highly 
decorated unit ever to serve in the Australian forces numbering 4 x VCs, 2 x DSOs, 6 x MCs, 20 x DCMs (one double), 15 x MMs and many others, 
vg cond, A$110. 

240/178. (5022)  McNeill, Ian. To Long Tan: The Australian Army and the Vietnam War 1950-1966.  Allen & Unwin/AWM, Canberra, 
1993. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, diagrams, graphs, appendices, biblio, substantial end-notes, index, pp614, **the second vol-
ume of the Official History of Australia's involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts 1948-1975, vg cond and now very scarce, A$180. 

240/179. (2918)  Mikesh, Robert C. Flying Dragons: The South Vietnamese Air Force.  Osprey, London, 1988. 1st ed, 4to in d/w, pro-
fusely illus, index, biblio, pp289, **the struggle by the Sth Vietnamese airforce to wage a credible air campaign against ground troops with obsolute 
aircraft and very questionable maintenance skills, vg cond and now scarce, A$45. 

240/180. (5375)  O'Keefe, Brendan. Medicine at War: Medical Aspects of Australia's Involvement in Southeast Asian Conflicts, 1950-

1972. (The Official History of Australia's Involvement in South-East Asian Conflicts 1948-1975).  Allen & Unwin/AWM, Sydney, 
1994. 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, maps, rolls of medical pers who served in Vietnam, health and casualty statistics of Ma-
laya, Borneo and Vietnam, extensive end notes, biblio, index, pp505, **the third volume of the official history - a vital reference, spine slightly 
sunned else vg cond and hard to find, A$110. 

240/181. (7348)  Picken, Bruce. Vietnam Digger's Language: Abbreviations, Acronyms, Terms and Jargon of the Vietnam War.  
AMHP, Sydney, 2006. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, biblio, index, pp208, **an alphabetical listing of the unique Aussie digger 
language of the Vietnam War; quite a work, new, A$35. 

240/182. (4931)  Schlesinger, Arthur M. The Bitter Heritage: Vietnam and American Democracy 1941-1966.  Andre Deutsch, London, 
1967. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, pp127, **a brilliant short analysis of the situation in Vietnam (at the time). The how and the why the Americans were to 
be in Vietnam. Schlesinger argues the Vietnam War would be harmful to American civil libities; you could ague he was right! vg cond, A$28. 

240/183. (7682)  Scott, Colonel F. Peter, DSO. Command in Vietnam: Reflections of a Commanding Officer.  Slouch Hat Pubs, Victoria, 
2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, appendices, nominal roll of those who were on both tours of Vietnam, officers roll, 
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honours and awards, casualty list, biblio, index, pp160, **Peter Scott commanded 3RAR from 1969-1972 on their second tour of Vietnam. He 
also served in 3RAR in Korea and Japan in the '50's, new cond, A$30. 

240/184. (2112)  Sheehan, Neil. A Bright Shining Lie: John Paul Vann and America in Vietnam.  Picador, London, 1990. (fp1988). Re-
print, thick 8vo in card covers,  plates (one loose),maps,  index, biblio, pp861, **a Pulitzer Prize winner; one of the most poignant and hard-
hitting of all the books on Vietnam; the story of John Paul Vann, a senior and controversial American adviser to the Sth Vietnam Army and CIA on 
and off till his death in a helo crash in 1972, vg cond, A$25. 

 

The Great War 1914-1945 

 

240/185. (4475)  Austin, Ron. Forward Undeterred: The History of the 23rd Battalion, 1915-1918.  Slouch Hat Pubs, Victoria, 1998. 1st ed, 
8vo in d/w, superior paper, plates, full rolls, casualty list, index, pp311, **the 23rd was a Victorian battalion which served on gallipoli (late) 
and the Western Front for the duration of the war winning major battle honours (one VC awarded to Pte Robert Mactier), a good unit history, new, 
A$75. 

240/186. (7206)  Austin, Ron. Gallipoli Encyclopedia: Australians in the 1915 Dardanelles Campaign.  Slouch Hat Pubs, Victoria, 2005. 
1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, signed by the author, profusely illus, appendices, honours and awards (9 x VCs to Australians, 30 x British and 
1 x NZ), biblio, pp288, **contains over 1,000 entries; vital reference (AIF), new, A$48. 

240/187. (4644)  Bean, C.E.W. ANZAC to Amiens: A Shorter History of the Australian Fighting Services in the First World War.  
AWM, Canberra, 1968 (fp1946). 5th impr, 8vo in red buckram, plates, maps, index, pp567, **Bean was the Official Australian War Historian 
and was responsible for the 12 volume Official History of the War. This is a preceised version encapsulating all campaigns in which Australians 
fought, vg cond, A$45. 

240/188. (4641)  Cutlack, F.M. (ed). War Letters of General Monash.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1934. 1st ed, thick 8vo in cloth boards, 
title worn off spine, plates and one map, index, pp299, **letters from General Sir John Monash to his wife and daughter throughout WW1, some 
foxing else solid cond and now scarce, A$75. 

240/189. (11206)  Enright, Michael. On the Western Front: Eyewitness Accounts From Australians in the Great War.  Schiffer Publish-
ing, USA, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, superior art paper, plates and maps, biblio, end notes, index, pp192, **new interpreta-
tions of the key battles on the Western Front at Fromelles, Somme, Bullecourt, Messines, Passchendaele and Villers-Bretonneux among others, vg 
cond, A$45. 

240/190. (10487)  Fowler, John Ernest (Chook). Looking Backward: Being the Reminiscences of an Australian Light-Horseman on Gal-

lipoli, in Egypt, Sinai, Palestine and Syria.  Roebuck Society Publications, Canberra, 1979. 1st ed, small 4to in quarter leather and buck-
ram bindings, plates, index, pp100, **a remarkable first-hand account of soldiering with the 12th LH Regiment on Gallipoli and afterwards in the 
Sinai-Palestine Campaign, vg cond, A$45. 

240/191. (8849)  Gellert, Leon. Songs of a Campaign.  Angus & Robertson, Sydney, 1917. 3rd and enlarged ed, small 8vo in green cloth, 
illustrated by Norman Lindsay, pp124, **for many years Leon Gellert wrote a literary column for the Sydney Morning Herald. His poems are a 
valuable part of the history of the Dardanelles Campaign. He has been described as Australia's finest poet of the Great War, vg cond and hard to 
find, A$30. 

240/192. (9089)  Harris, Kirsty. More Than Bombs and Bandages: Australian Army Nurses at Work in World War 1.  Big Sky Publish-
ing/AHU, Canberra, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, appendices, chapter end notes, biblio, index, pp344, **the story of the Australi-
an Army Nursing Service (AANS) during WW1. An absorbing and meticulously constructed book showcasing the breadth and significance of the 
contributions Army nurses made in WW1, new, A$38. 

240/193. (10086)  Helmi, Nadine and Fischer, Gerhard. The Enemy at Home: German Internees in World War 1 Australia.  UNSW Press, 
Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in printed boards, profusely illustrated, notes, biblio sources, pp245, **about 7000 people of German and 
Austrian descent were interned in Australia during WW1, talented Bavarian photographer Paul Dubotzki was among them. Holsworthy, Berrima 
and Trial Bay were the camp locations. This is Dubotzski's record, vg cond, A$36. 

240/194. (4795)  Hunter, Doug. My Corps Cavalry: A History of the 13th Australian Light Horse Regiment 1915-1918.  Slouch Hat Pub-
lications, Victoria, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates, maps, biblio, index, appendices, nominal roll, pp181, **after serving for a few months on 
Gallipoli they were sent to the Western Front with their horses, the only LH unit to do so; a new and dramatic insight into the previously ignored role 
of the 13th LH Regt and their part in the victories of 1918, vg cond,  and now hard to find, A$130. 

240/195. (3559)  Lee, Major J.E, DSO, MC. The Chronicle of the 45th Battalion, A.I.F.  Burridge, Perth, nd? (fp1927) Facsimile reprint, 8vo 
in buckram with gilt titles, plates, maps, nominal roll, honours and awards with citations, casualties, pp132, **the 45th was born from rem-
nants of the gallant 'Fighting' 13th Bn, AIF, 4th Bde, after Gallipoli at Tel-el-Kabir in Egypt and fought with distinction on the Western Front at 
Pozieres, Messines, Bullecourt, Passchendaele and  Villers Bret among others, new, A$85. 

240/196. (7915)  Lindsay, Patrick. Fromelles: The Story of Australia's Darkest Day; the Seach for Our Fallen Heroes of WW1.  Hardie 
Grant Books, Melbourne, 2007. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, map, appendices contain the Order of Battle for Fromelles and nominal 
roll of the missing diggers of Fromelles, biblio, index, pp407, **in the blackest night in Australian history, 19 July 1916, the Diggers lost 5,533 
casualties of which almost 2,000 were KIA. Hundreds broke through the German lines never to be seen again. Now they have found them in mass 
graves, vg cond, A$40. 

240/197. (8591)  Loch, Sydney. To Hell and Back: The Banned Account of Gallipoli.  Harper Collins, Sydney, 2007. 1st ed, trade 8vo in 
card covers, plates, endnotes, index, pp248, **Sydney Loch wrote the book 'The Straits Impregnable' which was banned in 1916. This is a resur-
rection of that book, good cond, A$28. 

240/198. (4832)  MacDonald, Lyn. They Called it Passchendaele.  Michael Joseph, London, 1978. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, 
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index, biblio, author's note, pp253, **the story of the Third Battle of Ypres considered possibly the worst campaign in the annals of warfare, told 
from the perspective of the British, Canadian and ANZAC soldier, 993 officers and 18,247 other ranks were KIA or DOW on the first day 1 july 1916, 
vg cond, A$35. 

240/199. (11192)  Macneil, A.R. The Story of the Twenty-First: Being the Official History of the 21st Battalion, AIF.  21st Bn Assn, Mel-
bourne, 2008 (fp1920). Reprint, 4to in card covers, black over red diamond colour patch to front cover, maps, casualty lists after each bat-
tle, pp32, **a 'resume' of what the 21st were involved in on Gallipoli and the Western front, new cond, A$80. 

240/200. (5345)  Masefield, John. Gallipoli.  The Macmillan Company, NY, 1916. 1st US ed, small 8vo in or.cl, plates and maps, pp183, 
**this book was written counter to criticism from the USA and their desire to remain out of the 'European War' - Masefield was a renowned British 
writer in the period, vg cond and scarce, A$30. 

240/201. (11139)  McFarlane, Glenn. After Gallipoli Australia Needed…   THE FAIR DINKUMS.  Pan Macmillan, Sydney 2016. 1st ed, 
trade 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates, endnotes, pp390, **the story of Pompey Elliott's 7th Battalion on the Western Front. The 152 
men, who were the 8th Reinforcements, arrived after the Gallipoli mess and proceded to get stuck in. The were the FAIR DINKUMS! vg cond, A$28. 

240/202. (11041)  McGilvray, Evan. Hamilton & Gallipoli: British Command in an Age of Military Transformation.  Pen & Sword Mili-
tary, UK, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, map, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp230, **a re-assessment of Hamilton's much-
criticized command of the British Commonwealth Forces on Gallipoli, vg cond A$45. 

240/203. (8255)  Meredith, John. The COO-EE March; Gilgandra-Sydney, 1915.  Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 1986. 1st ed, 4to in card covers, 
profusely illustrated, map, pp96, **an account of the Gilgandra-Sydney recruiting march in 1915 organised by the local butcher R.G. Hitchen and 
his brother Bill. 26 men started off and were feted at each small town they passed. 263 men reached Sydney. Subsequent marches around the country 
were responsible for a dramatic upturn in recruitment figures, vg cond, A$28. 

240/204. (3141)  Mitchell, Elyne. Light Horse: The Story of Australia's Mounted Troops.  Macmillan, Melbourne, 1978. 1st ed, large 8vo 
in d/w, inscr, plates, (some colour), maps, line drawings, notes, index, pp112, **Elyne Mitchell was the daughter of Sir Harry Chauvel; the 
story of the Light Horse is unparalled in the annals of warfare illustrating the feats in the capture of Es Salt, Beersheeba and Damascus, also some data 
on the Boer War, vg cond and becoming scarce, A$30. 

240/205. (10809)  Perry, Roland. ANZAC Sniper: The Extraordinary Story of Stan Savige, From Gallipoli Marksman to WW2 General.  
ABC Books, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, endnotes, index, pp383, **the remarkable career of Stan Savige 
(later known as 'Old Stan' in WW2). He is also the founder of Legacy in Australia, new, A$34. 

240/206. (4556)  Putkowski, Julian & Sykes, Julian. Shot at Dawn: Executions in World War One by Authority of the British Army Act.  
Leo Cooper, London, 1996. (fp1989) 6th imp, 8vo in d/w and mylar, illus,appendices list executions by unit, date and sequence, pp302, 
**the Brits shot 350 of their own men for various crimes during WW1, vg cond, A$48. 

240/207. (5849)  Roberts, LtCol F.J. MC. The Wipers Times.  Peter Davies Ltd, London, 1930 (fp 1916-18). 2nd impr in facsimile, large 8vo 
in boards with restored and titled spine, portrait of General Plumer in frontis, maps and illus, pp377, **a complete facsimile of the famous 
WW1 trench newspaper incorporating; The New Church Times', 'The Kemmel Times' 'The Somme Times', 'The B.E.F Times' and the 'Better Times', 
vg cond and now hard to find, A$130. 

240/208. (8291)  Sassoon, Siegfried. Memoirs of an Infantry Officer.  Faber & Faber, London, 1995 (fp1930). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, pp225, 
**the follow-on book from 'Fox-hunting Man' - life in the trenches from 1916, vg cond, A$35. 

240/209. (11052)  Smith, G.H. & Son. Set of 8 Trench Maps. (1 x 1: 20,000 and 6 x 1: 10,000)  Smith, UK, nd? Reprints, (originals held by 
the Imperial War Museum London), reverses of maps contains a series of biographies of various VC recipients, **British trench maps of 
Northern France and Belgium, important adjuncts of the prosecution of the war, constantly changing, new cond, A$100. 

240/210. (9036)  Stanley, Peter. Men of Mont St Quentin: Between Victory & Death.  Scribe, Melbourne, 2009. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card 
covers, plates, extensive chapter notes, biblio, index, pp298, **the story of 9 Platoon of 21st Bn, AIF and their families. On 1 Sep 1918, 9 platoon 
rose from Elsa Trench and walked across a beet field towards the German defenders of Mont St Quentin - 3 were KIA and 5 WIA, one dying later - the 
collected papers of one family, the Roberts, used as the basis for the story, new cond, A$28. 

240/211. (9009)  Taylor, F.W & Cusack, T.A. Nulli Secundus: A History of the Second Battalion, AIF, 1914-1919.  Burridge, Perth, 1992 
(fp1942). Reprint, 8vo in blue cloth boards, titles gilt, portrait of 1st CO  LtCol G.F. Bround in frontis, colour patch on title page, plates, 
honours and awards (VC to Cpl T.J. Kenny), pp357, **the 2nd Bn, AIF was raised in NSW and served on Gallipoli (the Landing) and the West-
ern Front in France (Somme, Amiens and the Hindenburg Line ) and through Flanders in Belgium; new cond, A$115. 

240/212. (6036)  Wilson, Robert Henry (ed by Helen D. Millgate). Palestine 1917.  Costello Publishers, UK, 1987. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, plates 
and maps, pp173, **essentially the war diary of an officer in the Royal Gloucester Hussar Yeomanry in action in the Sinai-Palestine Campaign 
where he was awarded the Military Cross, vg cond, A$25. 

 

World War 2 – 1939-1945 

 

240/213. (9809)  Astor, Gerald. The Jungle War: Mavericks, Marauders and Madmen in the China-Burma-India Theater of WW2.  John 
Wiley & Sons, USA, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp392, **the Allies declared that the China-Burma-India 
Theatre was not as important as others so failed to allocate adequate resources which led to a motley amalgamation of separate units commanded by 
some of the most colourful, unconventional & innovative commanders in military history, Chennault, Stillwell, Wingate, Merrill, an interesting 
book, vg cond, A$34. 

240/214. (1582)  Barber, Noel. Sinister Twilight: The Fall and Rise Again of Singapore.  Collins, London, 1968. 1st ed, 8vo in scarce d/
w,  maps, index, pp319, **why Singapore fell and how the inhabitants survived the Japanese occupation, vg cond, A$25. 
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240/215. (11177)  Barrett, Duncan. Hitler's British Isles: The Real Story of the Occupied Channel Islands.  Simon & Schuster, London, 
2018. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, b/w plates, index, pp413, **life under German rule on the Channel Islands of Guernsey, Jersey and 
Sark during WW2, new, A$45. 

240/216. (7437)  Beevor, Antony. Berlin: The Downfall 1945.  Penguin Viking, London, 2003 (fp2002). Repint, thick 8vo in card covers, 
plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp490, **the capture of Berlin saw the most terrifying example of fire and sword ever known. Hun-
dreds of thousands died and over 7 million fled west from the terror of the Red Army. The author accesses both Allied and Soviet files to write this very 
credible account, vg cond, A$34. 

240/217. (6629)  Bloomfield, Gunner David. Rabaul Diary: Escaping Capture in New Britain: The Fate of 'Lark Force' - 1942.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2001. 1st ed, small 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, appendix, index, pp83, **the day-by-day account of life on the run from the 
Japs. 'Lark Force' were overrun by 20,000 Japs on Rabaul (13 to 1 odds). Details of the infamous Toll Plantation massacre, vg cond, A$28. 

240/218. (11196)  Blosfelds, Mintauts (ed by Lisa Blosfelds). Stormtrooper on the Eastern Front: Fighting with Hitler's Latvian SS.  Pe & 
Sword Military, UK, 2008. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, end notes, pp207, **the first book I've seen on the Latvian SS. 
The author was given the choice of joining the SS or be sent off to a labour camp - he chose the former, vg cond, A$36. 

240/219. (6368)  Brune, Peter. A Bastard of a Place: The Australians in Papua: Kokoda, Milne Bay, Gona, Buna and Sanananda.  Allen 
& Unwin, Sydney, 2003. 1st ed, thick 8vo in d/w,  inscription in fep, plates and maps, source notes, biblio, index, pp691, **a compelling 
narrative which resonates with the voices of the well-trained AIF volunteer and the young Militia conscript who triumphed together; an excellent 
book, vg cond, A$65. 

240/220. (11197)  Buchner, Alex. The German Infantry Handbook, 1939-1945: Organisation, Uniforms, Weapos, Equipment and Opera-

tions.  Schiffer Military History, USA, 1991.(trans from the German). 1st Eng ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, plates, appendix, opera-
tional reports, biblio, pp288, **a compendium of the Wehmacht's infantry divisions on all battle fronts in WW2, a very useful reference, vg cond 
and uncommon, A$60. 

240/221. (11201)  Buckton, Henry. Retreat: Dunkirk and the Evacuation of Western Europe.  Amberley Publishing, UK, 2017. 1st ed, 
trade 8vo in card covers, colour and b/w plates, appendices, index, pp256, **Operation DYNAMO, the ordered evacuation of Dunkirk com-
menced early on 26 May 1940. The BEF were trapped by the German Army and their only way out was to run the gauntlet across the Channel, new, 
A$35. 

240/222. (9639)  Crost, Lyn. Honor by Fire: Japanese Americans at War in Europe and the Pacific.  Presidio Press, USA, 1994. 1st ed, 8vo 
in card covers, plates, end notes, appendix, biblio, index, pp346, **the story of the 442nd Infantry Regiment, US Army and the 100 Battalion, 
both Japanese-American units who fought with distinction against the Germans and the Japanese in the Pacific, vg cond, A$28. 

240/223. (11189)  Derry, Sam. The Rome Escape Line: The Story of the British Organisation in Rome for Assisting Escaped Prisoners-

of-War 1943-44.  W.H. Norton NY, 1960. A modern facsimile reproduction of the original, small 4to in card covers, plates, pp239, **a de-
parture from the usual French escape lines in WW2. A very interesting first-hand account, vg cond and uncommon, A$32. 

240/224. (2677)  Edgar, Bill. Warrior of Kokoda: A Biography of Brigadier Arnold Potts.  A&U, Sydney, 1999. 1st ed, 8vo in card covers, 
plates, maps, biblio, index, pp318, **one of the Army History series, an excellent soldier treated poorly by Blamey but not by history, vg cond and 
now scarce in 1st ed, A$32. 

240/225. (9244)  Edwards, Neville. We Were the Squadron: Serving With 1 Field Squadron, Royal Australian Engineers WW2.  AMHP, 
Sydney, 2011. 1st ed, large 8vo in laminated boards, superior paper, plates, map, appendices. biblio, index, pp390, **1 Field Squadron, 
RAE was raised at Greta NSW for service overseas. Whilst it is one man's experience of war it also describes the actions of the Squadron and the part 
it played in defeating the Japanese, new, A$75. 

240/226. (2851)  Foot, M.R.D. & Langley, J.M. MI9: Escape and Evasion 1939-1945.  The Bodley Head, London, 1979. 1st ed, 8vo in d/w, 
fep price clipped,index, appendices, pp365, **the British secret service that fostered escape and evasion 1939-45 and its American counterpart. vg 
cond, A$25. 

240/227. (9289)  Freudenberg, Graham. Churchill and Australia.  Macmillan, Sydney, 2008. 1st ed, large, thick 8vo in good d/w, plates, 
chapter notes, biblio, index, pp613, **an interesting view of Churchill and his, at times, strained relationship with Australia from the Boer War to 
the Cold War. Given the author's leftist political view, this book is a polemical work at best, vg cond, A$28. 

240/228. (11067)  Gamble, Bruce. Target: Rabaul: The Allied Siege of Japan's Most Infamous Stronghold, March 1943- August 1945.  
Zenith Press, USA, 2013. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, prev owners name in prelims, plates, appendix lists Allied POWs and their 
fates, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp390, **book 3 of the Rabaul Trilogy; it profiles the resolve of the Allied and Japanese combatants in the horrific 
Pacific battleground, the war's longest battle, vg cond, A$48. 

240/229. (11195)  Gilbert, Adrian. Waffen SS - Hitler's Army at War.  De Cappo Press/Hachette, NY, 2019. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected 
d/w.plates and maps, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp496, **the Waffen SS was the military wing of Himmler's SS and one of the 
most feared combat organisations of the 20th Century, vg cond, A$38. 

240/230. (1732)  Givney, EC. (ed). The First At War: The Story of the 2/1st Australian Infantry Battalion, 1939-45, The City of Sydney 

Regiment.  Editorial Committee Association of First Infantry Battalions, NSW. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, signed by Major-
General Paul Cullen, DSO & Bar,  the CO of the 1st, plates & maps, full rolls, honours and awards, casualty rolls, pp558, **the 1st served in 
the North African Campaign (Bardia, Tobruk, Palestine and Syria), the Greek and Crete Campaign (Retimo) and the New Guinea Campaign, (Kokoda 
Track, Gorari, Soputa, Wewak etc), vg cond and very hard to find, A$245. 

240/231. (2903)  Glenn, John G. Tobruk to Tarakan: The History of the 2/48th Bn, AIF.  Burridge, Perth, 1987 (fp1960). Reprint, 8vo in 
protected d/w, plates, maps, appendices contain rolls, honour roll, orders and decorations (4 x VCs), pp277, **the 2/48, the most highly 
decorated AIF unit in WW2 - 4 x VCs - Gratwick, Gurney, Kibby and Derrick, DCM (all KIA), saw service in Tobruk, Alamein and the jungles of 
New Guinea and Tarakan, vg cond, A$150. 

240/232. (4921)  Gordon, Harry. Die Like the Carp: The Story of the Greatest Prison Escape Ever.  Cassell, Australia, 1978. 1st ed, 8vo in 
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protected d/w, plates, maps on boards, index, pp240, **the Japanese breakout at the prison camp in Cowra NSW in August 1944. Of the 1100 
who took part, 231 were killed, the rest were recaptured, vg cond, A$45. 

240/233. (11172)  Guderian, Heinz. Achtung-Panzer: The Development of Tank Warfare.  Weidenfeld & Nicholson, London, 1999 
(fp1937). Reprint, small 8vo in card covers, plates, biblio, index, pp220, **one of the most significant military books of the 20th century. It was 
used as a textbook by Panzer officers in WW2, new, A$25. 

240/234. (11132)  Hall, Maxwell. Kinabalu Guerrillas: An Account of the Double Tenth Rising Against the Japanese Invaders in North 

Borneo.  Opus Publications, Kota Kinabalu, 2009. (fp1949). Reprint, large trade 8vo in card covers, portrait of Albert Kwok in frontis, 
map and drawings, pp101, **the story of the Kinabalu Guerrillas and the attack on Jesselton led by Lt Albert Kwok and other notable Chinese, vg 
cond and uncommon, A$35. 

240/235. (11193)  Harmsen, Peter. Nanjing 1937: Battle for a Doomed City.  Casemate Publishers, USA, 2015. 1st ed, large 8vo in protect-
ed d/w, inscription in fep, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp336, **the disgraceful massacre of Chinese people in Nanjing in 
1937. Some of the stores are too horrific to read, vg cond, A$40. 

240/236. (11199)  Hastings, Max. Das Reich: Resistance and the March of the 2nd SS Panzer Division Through France, June 1944.  Mi-
chael Joseph, Ltd, London, 1981. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, notes and references, glossary, biblio & source 
notes, index, pp264, **the French Resistance fought the 2nd SS Panzer Division to a standstill with vast help from Britain’s SOE and the Jedburgs, 
vg cond, A$45. 

240/237. (11171)  Hastings, Max. Nemesis: The Battle for Japan 1944-45.  Harper Collins, London, 2007 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/
w, plates and maps, chapter notes, source notes and references, pp674, **the author weaves together the complex strands which stretched over a 
continent and numerous nations embracing some of the most terrible human experiences of the 20th Century, vg cond, A$45. 

240/238. (10290)  Hastings, Max. Armageddon: The Battle for Germany, 1944-1945.  Alfred A.Knopf, NY, 2004. 1st ed, large 8vo in pro-
tected d/w, Order of Battle, plates, maps, chapter notes, index, pp584, **the desperate last stand of Germany against the Russians in the East to 
the US and British in the West, vg cond, A$34. 

240/239. (11203)  Henderson, Bruce. Sons and Soldiers: The Jews Who Escaped the NAZIS and Returned for Retribution.  William 
Collins, London, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, appendix lists all 1,985 Ritcjie Boys, biblio, index, pp429, **the 'Ritchie 
Boys' were German Jews who escaped Germany and joined the US Army to take on the hated NAZIS. They were assigned to intelligence roles and 
retrieved vital intel for the war effort. new, A$42. 

240/240. (9445)  Hoyt, Edwin. Japan's War: The Great Pacific Conflict 1853-1952.  Guild Publishing, London, 1987 (fp1986). Reprint, 
thick 8vo in d/w, plates & maps, appendices, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp514, **the author penetrated the highest eschalons of the post-war 
Japanese government to reconstruct the inner machinations of militarists hellbent on Japanese domination of Eastern Asia and the Pacific Basin. It 
traces the history of Japanese aggression from 1853 to 1945, vg cond, A$25. 

240/241. (10447)  James, Richard. Australia's War With France: The Campaign in Syria and Lebanon, 1941.  Blue Sky, Sydney, 2017. 1st 
ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and numerous maps, Roll of Honour, endnotes, biblio, index, pp385, **in 1941 the Australian 7th Div, 
AIF was deployed to Syria and Lebanon to fight the Vichy Frence. Although successful they lost over 400 soldiers KIA, It was shuffeled to the back of 
our war history. The 7th was known as 'The Silent Men', vg cond, A$28. 

240/242. (11186)  Johnston, Mark. An Australian Band of Brothers: Don Company, 2/43rd Battalion, 9th division.  Newsouth Publish-
ing, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8von in card covers, plates, maps and sketches, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp434, **follows the exploits of 
three members of the 2/43rd Bn, AIF from Tobruk to Borneo. A powerful and unique account of a small unit of Australian soldiers in action, vg cond, 
A$34. 

240/243. (4794)  Jones, Timothy G. Milne Bay Radar: Unit History of the No. 37 Radar Station, 1942-1945.  Australian Military History 
Publications, Loftus, 2001. 1st ed, 8vo in illus boards, unique plates, nominal roll, nominal index, appendices list all Jap bombing raids 
noted by the radar operators, biblio, pp85, **a concise history of an obscure but vital unit of Australians who played such a big part in the Milne 
Bay Campaign. The author served with this unit and the unique photos come from his personal collection, new, A$38. 

240/244. (8026)  Kent Hughes, W.S., MVO, MC. Slaves of the Samurai.  Geoffrey Cumberledge, OUP, Melbourne, 1946. 1st ed, 8vo in red 
buckram  cloth, no d/w, maps on boards and in text, plates, pp296, **an Australian odyssey, which gives an account of the life and thoughts of 
a slave of the Samurai, during his three years and seven months as a POW in the hands of the Japanese. The remarkable thing is the entire book is in 
VERSE! Couplets in fact, vg cond, A$40. 

240/245. (11053)  Kix, Paul. The Saboteur: The Aristocrat who Became France's Most Daring Anti-Nazi Commando.  Harper Collins, 
NY, 2017. 1st ed, large 8vo in d/w, chapter notes, pp286, **the story of the remarkable Robert de La Rochefoucauld who was trained by the Brit-
ish in the gentle art of chaos and mayhem. A great story, new, A$45. 

240/246. (11198)  Kurowski, Franz. Das Afrika Korps: Erwin Rommel and the Germans in Africa, 1941-43.  Stackpole Books, USA, 2010 
(trans from the German). 1st US ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, appendices, biblio, index, pp252, **the legendary Afrika 
Korps commanded by Erwin Rommel. The Allies were teetering on defeat in 1941 when the Afrika Corps roared into action and battled the Allied 
army from El Aghelia to El Alamein, vg cond, A$40. 

240/247. (5588)  Lamont-Brown, Raymond. Kempeitai: Japan's Dreaded Military Police.  Budding/Sutton Publishing, UK, 2000 (fp 
1998). Reprint, large  8vo in d/w, plates and maps, biblio, large glossary, index, pp182, **the Kempeitai were Japan's secret military police and 
counter-espionage service. They were a grimly efficient corps, possessing wide powers which they were trained to employ ruthlessly. They were, in 
effect, low mongrels who murdered thousands, vg cond and difficult to find, A$46. 

240/248. (11202)  Lett, Major Gordon. Rossano: A Valley in Flames: An Adventure of the Italian Resistance.  Frontline Books, UK, 2011 
(fp1955). Reprint, large 8vo in d/w, plates and one map, pp205, **The author escaped from an Italion POW camp at the Armistice in 1943 and  
fled to the surrounding mountains wher he successfully set up the partisan army Battaglione Internationale (the International Battalion), new, A$36. 

240/249. (9995)  MacDonald, Callum. The Killing of Reinhard Heydrich: The SS 'Butcher of Prague'.  The Free Press, NY, 1989. 1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, appendices, index, pp239, **Heydrich was assassinated by two Czech exiles (Gabcic 
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& Kubis) in Prague on 27 May 1942. They were ruthlessly hunted down and killed along with hundreds of others. Heydrich was close to the worst 
Nazi of them all, good riddance, vg cond, A$35. 

240/250. (8171)  Mant, Gilbert. The Singapore Surrender: The Greatest Disaster in British Military History.  Kangaroo Press, Sydney, 
1992 (fp1942). Reprint, 8vo in d/w, plates and maps, index, pp229, **the ignominious fall of 'the impregnable fortress' Singapore in Feb 1942 is 
still hotly debated in military and political circles. This book is a re-issue of two wartime best-sellers 'Grim Glory' and 'You'll Be Sorry', vg cond, 
A$25. 

240/251. (10087)  Maynard, Roger. Ambon: The Truth About One of the Most Brutal POW Camps in World War 2 and the Triumph of 

the Aussie Spirit.  Hachette, , Sydney, 2014. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates and maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp334, **the 
story of Gull Force, 1150 men, many from the 2/21st Bn, AIF who were over run on the Indonesian island of Ambon. Barely 300 survived after 3 years 
of hellish privation and brutality, vg cond, A$28. 

240/252. (9669)  McDonald, Neil. Kokoda Front Line: From Tobruk to Kokoda, the Amazing Story of Legendary Australian War Cam-

eraman Damien Parer.  Hachette Australia, Sydney, 2012,  (fp1994). Revised ed, trade 8vo in card covers, a review copy (review includ-
ed), plates, maps, notes, index, pp366, **Damien Parer was a brave and resourceful war cameraman who came close to death many times before 
meeting it in New Guinea, good cond, A$22. 

240/253. (9580)  Obryn'Ba, Nikolai I. Red Partisan: The Memoir of a Soviet Resistance Fighter on the Eastern Front.  Potomac Books Inc, 
Washington, 2007. (fp2006) 1st US ed, large 8vo in protected d/w, plates, glossary, index, pp228, **the story of Soviet Partisans in their bat-
tles with the German Army on Operation Barbarossa, vg cond, A$42. 

240/254. (11137)  Perrault, Giles and Azema, Pierre. Paris Under Occupation  Vendome Press, NY, 1989 (fp1987, trans from the French). 
1st Eng ed, large 4to in d/w, profusely illustrated in b/w, index, pp208, **a great collection of photos of Paris during the German occupation 
and the uprising by the various communist and nationalist groups and then the arrival of De Gaulle, Le Clerc and the American army, vg cond, 
A$60. 

240/255. (11027)  Phelps, Peter. The Bulldog Track.  Hachette, Sydney, 2018. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, colour, sepia and b/w 
plates, biblio, pp276, **the story of the author's grandfather Tom Phelps on the Bulldog Track in New Guinea in 1942, vg cond, A$28. 

240/256. (10456)  Shaw, Ian W. On Radji Beach: The Story of the Australian Nurses After the Fall of Singapore.  Macmillan, Sydney, 
2010. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, plates, end notes, biblio, index, pp360, **the story of our gallant nurses who survived the bombing of the 
VINER BROOK only to be massacred on Radji Beach on Banka Island. 41 were murdered. Vivian Bullwinkle was the only survivor, vg cond, A$28. 

240/257. (11064)  Smith, LtCol Neil, AM (Retd). Men of ANGAU: A History of the Australian New Guinea Administrative Unit.  Most-
ly Unsung, Melbourne, 2020. 1st ed, large 4to in card covers, colour patch to front cover, signed by the author, plates and maps,, honours 
and awards (with citations), full nominal roll, biblio, index, pp131, **over 3,300 personell served in ANGAU making it the biggest and most 
diverse unit in the AMF, new, A$40. 

240/258. (9112)  Stockings, Craig. Bardia: Myth, Reality and the Heirs of ANZAC.  UNSW Press, Sydney, 2009. 1st ed, large 8vo in pro-
tected d/w, plates & maps, chapter notes, biblio, index, pp481, **on 3 Jan 1941, Australian 6th Division soldiers led an assault against the Ital-
ian colonial fortress town of Bardia, Two days later the position fell to the Australians in a resounding victory. At a cost of 130 KIA and 326 WIA 
they captured around 40,000 Italians prisoners and mountains of weapons, ammo and equipment, vg cond, A$45. 

240/259. (11152)  Thomas, Gordon. Operation EXODUS: From the Nazi Death Camps to the Promised Land; A Perilous Journey that 

Shaped Israel's Fate.  Thomas Dunne Books, NY, 2010. 1st US ed, large 8vo in d/w, plates, biblio, index, pp382, **the ship EXODUS 1947  
was purchased by the Haganah to transport Jewish survivors from Germany to Israel. The British thwarted them at every turn in order to preserve 
Anglo-Arab relations. Their disgraceful conduct was noticed by the UN who finally did something about it, vg cond, A$35. 

240/260. (6768)  Thompson, Peter A. & Macklin, Robert. The Battle of Brisbane: Australians and the Yanks at War.  ABC Books, Sydney, 
2000. 1st ed, trade 8vo in card covers, biblio, pp242, **over-paid, over-sexed and over-here! Was the cry in Brisbane in November 1942 when 
brawls broke out between our American guests and Australian soldiers. A US MP shot dead one Australian (Gunner Webster) and wounded six oth-
ers and a civilian, vg cond, A$28. 

240/261. (8071)  Thompson, Peter. Pacific Fury: How Australia and Her Allies Defeated the Japanese Scourge.  William Heinemann, 
Sydney, 2008, 1st ed, thick 8vo in protected d/w, plates, chapter notes, biblio, index pp548, **Australia was criticised by Churchill and his 
generals for showing cowardice in the face of the enemy and for not caring about the fate of other nations. The endorsement of these claims by some 
contemporary commentators shows that the smear has not gone away, until now. The author gives an account of the conflict that places Australian 
voices and action at the heart of the struggle, vg cond, A$46. 

 

Late Inclusion 

(Book to be published in April 2021) 

 

240/262  (11208)  Robinson, Stephen. The Blind Strategist: John Boyd and the American Art of War. Exile Publishing, NSW, 2021.  1st ed, 
large 8vo in protected d/w, plates and maps, extensive biblio, chapter notes, index, pp352, **the story of how John Boyd, America’s most 
famous and influential military theorist after WW2 was seduced by the lies of Hitler’s defeated generals. Boyd’s theories became the basis of American 
military doctrine (maneuver warfare) as he relied on the fraudulent testimony of former Nazi generals who fabricated historical evidence to disassoci-
ate their reputations from their defeat and to cover up their willing participation in war crimes, new, $45 

 

End__________ 


